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Abstract

Over the last few years, software complexity has grown exponentially followed
by a rise in the number of reported defects. In general, the cost of detecting and
mitigating a defect in a software system increases non-linearly as it progresses
through the lifecycle of a project and may cause a substantial loss. Consequently,
it is desirable to detect software defects as soon as possible with the aim of
minimizing the associated costs.

In this regard, design-by-contract aids in specifying assumptions made by a
software component, both from the provider and consumer perspectives. Such
specification enables the verification of the correct use of an interface. However,
this methodology is under-used and may have other applications in software
verification and optimization. While this may be true, software reliability can
also be attained by properly hiding the complexity related to the use of low-level
interfaces. Indeed, the development of distributed scientific applications that
execute among multiple multi-core nodes poses several challenges compared to
sequential programming. While the use of parallel pattern libraries is becoming
popular, many distributed applications still rely directly on the MPI model.
Additionally, while many organizations use C/C++ for the implementation of
high-performance applications, it is not uncommon to see prototypes written in
an interpreted language during the early stages. In some cases, bridging the
gap between the prototype and the production software is attained by the use
of a C/C++ interpreter. However, state-of-the-art interpreters still have some
limitations.

To tackle these issues, this thesis aims at reducing the number of software
defects, either by detecting them or by avoiding the introduction of new prob-
lems. This way, resulting programs have fewer defects, thus reducing the de-
velopment efforts incurred by the debugging of large applications. In short, in
this thesis, we contribute with the following. First, we introduce a prototype
for contract based programming for the C++ programming language which is
aligned with the latest proposals from the C++ standards committee. Second,
we provide a framework that leverages C++ contracts to aid in the verification
of concurrent shared-memory data structures. Third, we extend a generic par-
allel pattern interface to enable porting a shared-memory parallel application to
distributed-memory with minimum efforts. Finally, we provide a methodology
to relax the one definition rule in C++ interpreters, thus allowing users to give
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a new definition for a declaration. Evaluations show that these contributions
help to reduce both, the presence of software defects and the required develop-
ment efforts.



Resumen

Durante los últimos años, la complejidad del software ha crecido exponencial-
mente seguido de un ascenso en el número de defectos informados. En general,
el coste de detectar y mitigar un defecto en un sistema software aumenta de
forma no-lineal al progresar a través del ciclo de vida de un proyecto, y puede
causar una pérdida substancial. En consecuencia, es deseable detectar los de-
fectos de software tan pronto como sea posible con el objetivo de minimizar el
coste asociado.

En este sentido, el diseño por contrato ayuda a especificar las asunciones
hechas por un componente software desde ambas perspectivas, la del sumin-
istrador y la del consumidor. Tales especificaciones permiten la verificación del
uso correcto de una interfaz. Sin embargo, esta metodología está infrautilizada
y puede tener otras aplicaciones en verificación y optimización de software. Por
otro lado, la fiabilidad del software también puede conseguirse ocultando ade-
cuadamente la complejidad derivada del uso de interfaces de bajo nivel. A este
respecto, el desarrollo de aplicaciones científicas distribuidas que ejecuten en
múltiples máquinas multi-núcleo plantea varios desafíos comparado con la pro-
gramación secuencial. Aunque el uso de bibliotecas de patrones paralelos se está
volviendo popular, algunas aplicaciones distribuidas aún confían directamente
en el modelo MPI. Además, mientras que muchas organizaciones usan C/C++
para la implementación de aplicaciones de alto rendimiento, no es raro ver pro-
totipos escritos en un lenguaje interpretado durante las primeras etapas de de-
sarrollo. En algunos casos, el cierre de la brecha entre el prototipo y el software
de producción se consigue con el uso de un intérprete de C/C++. Sin embargo,
los últimos intérpretes aún tienen algunas limitaciones.

Para abordar estas cuestiones, esta tesis busca reducir el número de defectos
software, ya sea detectándolos o evitando la introducción de nuevos problemas.
De esta manera, los programas resultantes tienen menos defectos, reduciendo
así los esfuerzos de desarrollo y el tiempo de depuración de grandes aplicaciones.
En resumen, esta tesis contribuye con lo siguiente. En primer lugar, se presenta
un prototipo de soporte a la programación basada en contratos para el lenguaje
C++, de acuerdo con las últimas propuestas del comité de normalización de di-
cho lenguaje. En segundo lugar, se propone un marco de trabajo que aprovecha
dicha característica para ayudar en la verificación de estructuras de datos con-
currentes en memoria compartida. En tercer lugar, se extiende una interfaz
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x RESUMEN

genérica de patrones paralelos que permite portar una aplicación paralela de
memoria compartida al modelo de memoria distribuida con un esfuerzo mín-
imo. Finalmente, se define una metodología para relajar la regla de definición
única (ODR) en intérpretes de C++, permitiendo así que los usuarios puedan
suministrar una nueva definición para una declaración. La evaluación demues-
tra que estas contribuciones ayudan a reducir tanto la presencia de defectos en
el software como el esfuerzo de desarrollo requerido.
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/ Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last few years, software complexity has grown exponentially. This
growth has been partially caused by its use in control systems, ranging from
data analysis in scientific applications to governing real-time systems such as
medical devices or particle accelerators. The derived cost of a software defect
increases non-linearly as it progresses through the lifecycle of a project and may
cause substantial economic damage, or in life-critical systems, loss of human life.
In general, the detection and mitigation of a software defect in a non-critical
system may have a cost up to thirty times higher [36] if detected while the system
is in-production compared to the early stages of the development lifecycle. Thus,
it is desirable to detect software defects as soon as possible with the aim of
minimizing the associated costs. In this sense, contract-based programming [89]
helps to specify the obligations and rights of a service provided by a software
component. This specification enables the verification of the correct use of a
component interface. Nevertheless, such specifications are sometimes under-used
and may have other applications in software verification and optimization [126,
30].

Equally important to reduce software development costs is the efficient use
of all available resources. Sometimes, the computing resources demanded by
a number of scientific applications require their execution on multiple shared-
memory multi-core nodes. To that end, the de facto interfaces used for distributed-
and shared-memory platforms are, respectively, MPI [54] and OpenMP [21]. As
it has been demonstrated [20], these interfaces demand considerable knowledge
in both the application and system domains. Consequently, the use of higher-
level abstractions that encapsulate algorithmic aspects and/or hide inter-process
communication help to reduce the burden; to that end, the use of pattern-based
models is an alternative that simplifies the implementation and maintenance of
portable parallel applications [86]. In this regard, using parallel patterns to build
software that leverage both multi-core and multi-node parallelism may reduce
the required implementation effort and the number of defects.

1



Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

Additionally, some applications that require high performance rely on C++
for its implementation. However, programmers usually write a prototype during
the early stages of development. To that end, interpreted languages typically
aid in that task, although due to their high execution overhead they are often
not appropriate for production environments where performance is important.
However, as demonstrated by several authors [22, 80, 52, 35, 125], the construc-
tion of an interpreter for a typically compiled language, e.g. C++, is sometimes
feasible, thus attaining both the reduction of the time required to build a proto-
type, and the number of defects derived from porting the prototype to a different
language.

This chapter gives a brief background of this thesis. Specifically, Section 1.1
motivates this work in the aforementioned context; Section 1.2 enumerates the
objectives and contributions expected of this thesis; finally, Section 1.3 includes
an overview to the structure of the rest of this document.

1.1 Motivation

As observed, the growing complexity of software and its role in control systems
makes it necessary to develop techniques to reduce the number of defects and
their associated mitigation cost. In general, such cost increases as the defect
progresses through the development lifecycle. Consequently, there is a growing
demand for tools that detect defects in the early stages. This need is even
higher when developing parallel applications due to their own set of problems
and defects (e.g. race conditions, deadlocks, etc.) and the need to be tuned to
each specific architecture to achieve the desired performance.

In general, developing a parallel application is not a straightforward process.
Most applications start as a small prototype that is developed progressively until
it achieves full functionality. This development model is relatively common, e.g.
in scientific applications. Frequently, the prototypes are developed as a sequen-
tial program. The reason behind that is that sequential programming is closer
to the designed algorithms. Furthermore, implementing sequential prototypes
at first makes the development easier and faster. Also, this approach ensures
that all the defects introduced at this stage are not related to early optimization
and/or parallelization.

Therefore, prototype-based development is a common practice in the early
stages of the process. Most programmers usually start the development with a
small prototype that evolves until a fully functional version is achieved. To that
end, there are a growing variety of interpreted languages (e.g. Python [115] or
MATLAB) designed to aid in this task. These interpreted languages offer a set
of functionalities specifically designed to ease the development of prototypes,
that are not usually included in programming languages tailored for production
environments. However, most of these interpreted languages are not appropri-
ate for production environments due to their high execution overhead. Thus,

2
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in many cases, the only step forward to achieve the required performance is to
refactor the prototype code from the interpreted language to a more production-
oriented language. However, this refactoring process not also requires a high
economic investment, but also may be the origin of new defects. In general,
two different approaches may be leveraged to avoid refactoring: (i) reusing the
prototype developed in an interpreted language directly at the production envi-
ronment; however, this approach limits the performance that can be attained in
the production environment, and (ii) developing the initial prototypes directly
in the language suited for the production environment. Nevertheless, this ap-
proach slows down the development process at the initial stages because these
languages lack features included in interpreted languages.

This problem of using two different programming languages for the initial
prototype and the production version can be better addressed if there exists
a single language that could be used in both environments (i.e., prototyping
and production) without losing any of the advantages. In that regard, there
are several related works regarding the use of C++, a well-known production
language, as an interpreted language [125]. However, a number of obstacles must
be overcome to achieve a fully functional C++ interpreter that includes all the
advantages of a typical interpreted language, such as allowing statements at the
translation unit level and supporting symbol redefinition during the interpreter
session.

Once the fully functional sequential version has been developed, performance
issues are taken into consideration. Typically, the performance requirements
are not fixed; instead, they evolve with the needs of subsequent versions of the
program. In many cases, the sequential version is mostly valid at first. However,
as the size of data to be processed gets bigger, or the amount of computation
increase, the need for a parallelised version becomes obvious. In that regard,
the first step in this on-going search for better performance is to leverage all the
computing units in a single node. Developing a parallel version for a shared-
memory architecture introduces its own set of defects (e.g. race conditions,
deadlocks, etc.), that are especially difficult to spot and debug, and that add
to those already existing. Therefore, there is an on-going effort to design better
and more capable tools to help in the process of finding these defects.

In this line, contract-based programming helps to improve software reliabil-
ity by reducing the presence of defects. This proposal enables the specification
of obligations and rights (i.e., pre-conditions and post-conditions, respectively)
of a software component as part of its implementation [89]. A number of pro-
gramming languages that are widely used in high-performance industrial and
scientific applications, e.g. C/C++, do not natively support contract checking.
In this regard, the ISO C++ committee is considering supporting contracts as
part of the language specification [47]. In general, these pre- or post-conditions
can be leveraged to integrate a specification of the semantics of a software com-
ponent into its implementation. Such specifications may be used not only to
validate a software module but also to automatically generate unit tests or to
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trigger additional compiler optimisations. Unfortunately, some of its uses are
not yet exploited according to the literature.

Contract-based programming allows the developer to include checks that can
be easily enabled or disabled depending on the target environment. However,
detecting and debugging typical parallel defects (e.g. race conditions and dead-
locks) requires high-level tools especifically designed for that purpose. Data
race detectors make it possible to spot parallel defects that are very difficult
to eliminate otherwise. Nonetheless, while contract-based programming allows
a developer to write predicates that describe the semantics of a software com-
ponent, data race detectors are generally rigid in regards to their usability. A
trade-off between both techniques may be desirable.

As the performance requirements increase, the need for more powerful plat-
forms increases as well, to the point where the use of a single shared-memory
node is no longer a viable choice. At that moment the need for a parallel dis-
tributed version of the current program that can run on several nodes becomes
evident. However, the design and implementation of parallel applications to
fully exploit modern hardware resources pose several challenges (e.g. intra- and
inter-process communication, data locality, data races, deadlocks) compared to
sequential programming [7]. However, the biggest issue is that most paral-
lel frameworks that are best suited for shared-memory development are not as
efficient (or can’t be used at all) for distributed environments and vice-versa.
The idea of refactoring the parallel code for the new distributed environment
brings back the same issues that appeared during the prototype refactoring in
the early development stages but with an added level of complexity.

Few parallel development models are well suited for both shared-memory and
distributed environments. In that regard, parallel-pattern frameworks are one
of those models. The main reason is that these patterns are derived from the
most typically used algorithms, and they abstract the details of the underlying
architecture. This approach allows us to write the parallel application once
and adapt it to a given platform. In general, parallel patterns can reduce the
effort and knowledge required to implement such applications, thus reducing the
number of software defects. While the use of a pattern-based model is becoming
more common, distributed applications still rely directly on the MPI model.
Compared to parallel patterns, its relatively low-level interface can be error-
prone for unexperienced programmers and, therefore, it may have a negative
effect on software reliability. To tackle this issue, some state-of-the-art parallel
pattern frameworks [5, 46], already support distributed execution policies.

In general, software reliability can be improved by any of the two aforemen-
tioned ways, namely: (i) providing tools that enable the premature detection
of defects, and/or (ii) adopting techniques or programming models that allow
reducing the number of introduced defects.

The hypothesis of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
It is possible to design techniques that ease the detection or reduction of defects
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in parallel scientific applications while keeping a balance between reliability and
application performance.

1.2 Objectives

In light of the emerging requirements of reliability and performance of indus-
trial and scientific software, we define the following goal for this thesis:

Goal: The main goal of this thesis is to provide techniques that enable im-
provements in software reliability and maintainability while achieving a good
tradeoff between reliability and performance, thus helping to reduce the number
of software defects and their associated cost.

The previous goal has been divided in the following four objectives:

• O1. To define a technique that removes the one definition rule
in interpreted C++. We provide a technique to enable the redefinition
of entities in the context of interpreted C++. In general, such redefini-
tion is forbidden in ISO C++ by the one-definition-rule (ODR). However,
given that the aforementioned language is being used for scientific soft-
ware prototyping [9], it may be desirable to remove such limitation so as
to reduce the time required to implement a prototype while preserving the
performance typically associated with C++ applications.

• O2. To define a mechanism for user-aided verification of concur-
rent data structures. This objective involves the design of a novel frame-
work that leverages C++ contracts allowing users to specify the semantics
of concurrent lock-free data structures. This semantic specification will be
used to better identify race condition detection in lock-free data structures.

• O3. To extend a generic parallel-pattern interface to support
distributed execution. We propose to extend a generic C++ parallel-
pattern interface to support distributed multi-node execution. In this
sense, providing a high-level interface reduces errors introduced during
the implementation of such multi-node applications compared to stand-
alone MPI, the de facto programming model used for the task.

1.3 Document structure

The rest of this document has been structured as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the
literature in the research areas that relate to the works included as part of this
thesis; Chapter 3 describes a technique to relax the one-definition-rule in the
context of interpreted C++ as the first contribution of this thesis; Chapter 4
describes CSV, a framework that allows user-aided verification of concurrent
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data structures leveraging C++ contracts; Chapter 5 proposes an extension
to a C++ generic parallel-pattern interface library to support distributed data
stream processing (DaSP) application execution through MPI. Finally, Chap-
ter 6 includes some concluding remarks and enumerates future work in the same
research lines.
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State of the art

This chapter includes a background and literature review regarding the areas of
contribution in this thesis.

Specifically, Section 2.1 reviews the relevant literature in the area of com-
piler design and interpreted languages. Section 2.2 introduces the foundations
of software verification. In particular, we provide an overview of formal proof
methods (i.e., Hoare’s logic and separation logic), design by contract, and mech-
anisms for verification of concurrent software. Finally, Section 2.3 introduces
parallel architectures and presents parallel patterns as a means to simplify the
development of local or distributed parallel applications, hence decreasing the
number of software defects.

2.1 Compilers and interpreters

In this section, we review the literature on compiler design, since a number of
techniques that enable the reduction of software defects (e.g. design by contract)
as well as interpreted program manipulation rely on those technologies. Specif-
ically, Section 2.1.1 describes the internal structure of a compiler; Section 2.1.2
introduces the Backus-Naur form as a common notation for formal grammars
and describes syntactic analysis; Section 2.1.3 presents the abstract syntax tree,
a simplified representation of the syntactic structure of a program; Section 2.1.4
provides an overview of the LLVM compiler infrastructure; finally, Section 2.1.5
discusses interpreted languages and their use in software prototyping.

2.1.1 Structure of a compiler

In general, a compiler is a program that translates input in a source language,
i.e. source code, to produce an output in a different language. The internal
components of a compiler may be grouped in two categories: (i) the compiler
front-end; and (ii) the compiler back-end. The front-end is comprised of all the
language-dependent elements, i.e., those that depend on the source language. In
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contrast, the back-end groups the target-dependent parts, which include code
optimization and generation. In other words, a compiler back-end is responsible
for generating object code, be it source code in a different programming language
(a source-to-source compiler) or assembly targetted to a specific platform. These
two big parts typically communicate through an intermediate representation
(IR). This representation allows for decoupling both, front-end and back-end,
thus making it possible to swap one of the parts to repurpose the compiler. For
instance, a C/C++ compiler can generate code for a different architecture (e.g.
x86, ARM, or WebAssembly [56]) by simply switching the back-end. Similarly,
writing a compiler for a new language can be attained by implementing the
corresponding front-end. In the literature, a number of intermediate represen-
tations can be found, e.g. LLVM IR [73], or GCC’s GIMPLE [100]. Figure 2.1
shows the internal components of a compiler, which we describe below.

On the one hand, the compiler front-end processes the input as follows. First,
the lexical analyzer (Lexer) splits the input, i.e., a sequence of characters, into
a sequence of tokens. The list of valid tokens and their definition depends on
the specific programming language. For instance, a given language may define a
sequence of digits possibly preceded by the minus sign as an integer literal; sim-
ilarly, a sequence of alphanumeric or underscore characters whose first character
is not a digit can be defined as an identifier. In this stage, comments and/or
whitespaces are removed, and preprocessor macros are expanded. Token defini-
tion is typically attained through a regular language (e.g. regular expressions).

Second, the syntactic analyzer (Parser) checks whether the token sequence
represents a valid program and builds a tree structure that describes the input.
Specifically, it validates that the input is compliant with a formal specification
of the programming language known as a grammar. In Section 2.1.2, we describe
syntactic analysis in detail. Additionally, this stage makes use of per-scope
lookup tables (Symbol tables) that enable fast identifier lookup.

Third, semantic correctness (e.g. type checking, member visibility, and call
parameter checking) is ensured by traversing the above-mentioned tree. In some
compilers, this stage might be performed partially during syntactic analysis.

Fourth, the generated syntax tree is traversed to generate an intermediate
assembly-like representation. Simple compilers that do not implement a com-
plete back-end can generate object code in this stage.

On the other hand, the back-end is responsible for machine-independent
optimization (e.g. elimination of unreachable code, and operation reordering)
and machine-dependent optimizations (e.g. loop unrolling, function inlining,
and the use of vector instructions). Finally, the last stage is to generate code
for the target architecture.

2.1.2 Backus-Naur form and syntactic analysis

Formal grammars can be used to describe the syntax of a programming lan-
guage [2]. Specifically, a grammar is comprised of a set of production rules,
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Compiler front-end

Compiler back-end

test.cpp Lexical analysis
(Lexer)

Syntactic analysis
(Parser) Semantic analysis Generate IR

Arch-independent
optimization

Arch-dependent
optimizationCode generationtest.o

Symbol tables AST

Figure 2.1: Structure of a compiler.

where each rule takes the form LHS ::= RHS. In this notation, known as
the Backus-Naur Form (BNF) [68], LHS is called a non-terminal, indicating
that it can be substituted by RHS. Conversely, symbols that do not appear on
the left-hand side of any production rule are called terminals. Also, a rule may
consist of many alternative expansions for RHS, denoted by the character “|”.
In other words, a production rule defines a transformation that maps LHS to
the list of terminals and non-terminals in RHS. Thus, a list of non-terminal
and terminal symbols can be reduced to a non-terminal by applying a match-
ing production. Furthermore, if rules can be applied regardless of the context
in which they appear in the input, the grammar is considered context-free. For-
mally, such grammars can be defined [2] as seen in Equation 2.1, where N is
a set of non-terminals, σ is a set of terminals, P is a set of production rules,
and S ∈ N is the root non-terminal. If a given input can be reduced to S by
successively applying production rules, it belongs to the language described by
G.

G = (N, σ, P, S) (2.1)

As an example, we leverage the simple grammar in Figure 2.2a to validate
arbitrary input.1 Note that terminal symbols are written as either a quoted
literal (e.g. ’int’) or an upper-case token name (e.g. IDENTIFIER), while
the convention for non-terminals is to write them in lower-case. Figure 2.2b
illustrates the reduction of the input string “int i; double pi = 3.14159;”.
As can be seen, the root symbol of the grammar is reached in the sixth line.

As mentioned, if the input string can be reduced to the root non-terminal,
it is syntactically correct w.r.t. the given grammar. In this regard, applying
production rules to decompose input is called syntactic analysis or parsing. This
process produces a syntax tree that represents the decomposition of the input
string into non-terminal and terminal symbols. Figure 2.2c depicts the syntax

1This grammar also has the property of being left-recursive, i.e., the first symbol in the
RHS of some productions is the non-terminal being defined.
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(a) Simple grammar in Backus-Naur Form.

<declaration -list > ::= <declaration -list > <declaration >
| <declaration > ;

<declaration > ::= <type > IDENTIFIER ’;’
| <type > IDENTIFIER ’=’ <expr > ’;’ ;

<type > ::= ’int ’
| ’double ’ ;

<expr > ::= ’(’ <expr > ’)’
| <expr > ’+’ <expr >
| <expr > ’-’ <expr >
| REAL | IDENTIFIER ;

(b) Reduction of an input string.

1 int i ; double pi = 3.14159 ;
2
3 <type > IDENTIFIER ’;’ <type > IDENTIFIER ’=’ REAL ’;’
4 <declaration > <type > IDENTIFIER ’=’ expr ’;’
5 <declaration -list > <declaration >
6 <declaration -list >

(c) Syntax tree for the same input.
declaration-list

declaration-list

declaration

type

int

IDENT(i)

declaration

type

double

IDENT(pi) expr

REAL(3.14159)

Figure 2.2: Example of context-free grammar and syntactic analsysis.

tree for the previous input. In general, most compilers leverage a simplified
syntax tree known as the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which is described in
detail in Section 2.1.3.

Note that parsing only validates the syntax of the input, deferring other
checks until the semantic analysis stage. For instance, the input “int k = j;”
is syntactically correct; however, k is initialized to the value of j, which is not
declared at this point. In particular, checking for a previous declaration of j that
has the same or compatible type as k is performed as part of semantic analysis.
In this sense, while BNF describes the syntax of a programming language, it
cannot explain its semantics. For that, semantic rules (i.e., actions executed
if a particular rule is matched) have to be provided for each production in the
grammar. An alternative is to use the syntax-directed translation [69] notation,
which permits to embed semantic rules as part of the BNF.
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A number of parsing algorithms can be found in the literature [31]. In
general, these algorithms can be classified in the following two categories: (i)
top-down parsers; and ii) bottom-up parsers. Specifically, top-down parsers
take the root non-terminal of a grammar and try to apply valid production
rules, while bottom-up parsers try to reduce a sequence of input symbols to
the corresponding non-terminal (see Figure 2.2b). In this regard, the recursive-
descent parser is representative of the top-down class, as it is used by some state-
of-the-art compilers such as GCC [95] and Clang [77]. This parser is comprised
of a set of mutually recursive functions where each of them is responsible for
parsing a non-terminal of the grammar.

2.1.3 The Abstract Syntax Tree

As observed, a parse tree represents the syntactic structure of a program and,
in general, preserves the form of grammar productions. In such tree, each pro-
gramming language construct (e.g. an if or for statement, or a declaration)
maps to a corresponding node. However, this representation typically includes
syntax details that are implicit in the tree structure (e.g. the statement termi-
nator and curly brackets) and excludes other information derived from semantic
analysis. In this regard, a syntax tree in which redundant nodes have been dis-
carded while supporting per-node annotation is known as an Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) [96]. As mentioned previously, the AST is typically annotated with
additional information, such as the deduced type of an expression or the loca-
tion within the source file.

In general, the objective of such representation is twofold. On the one hand,
it discards unimportant details while preserving the syntactic structure. On the
other hand, it allows the nodes to be annotated during the semantic analysis
stage. For instance, a for statement can be represented as a node with four
children (i.e., the initialization statement, the stop condition, the iteration ex-
pression, and the body). Similarly, a block of k statements that appear between
{ and } can be represented as a node with k children. It is important to remark
that statement ordering should be preserved w.r.t. the original source code. As
observed in Section 2.1.1, the AST is leveraged to generate the intermediate
representation (IR).

As can be seen in Figure 2.3, the AST follows the syntactical structure of
the sources on the left-hand side. The root node of the tree (TranslationUnitDecl)
corresponds to the top-level of a C source file, i.e., the translation unit, which can
contain any number of declarations. Note that additional nodes might be intro-
duced as part of the semantic analysis stage. For instance, the ImplicitCastExpr
nodes indicate that a l-value has been used as a r-value in the context in which
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it appears.2 Also, note that type has been propagated to the parent nodes (see
the BinaryOperator node).

(a) Original C source code. (b) Corresponding abstract syntax tree.

int main(int argc , char *argv
[]) {

return argc + 1;
}

TranslationUnit
Decl

FunctionDecl:
main ’int (int,

char **)’

ParmVarDecl:
argc ’int’

ParmVarDecl:
argv ’char **’ CompoundStmt

ReturnStmt

BinaryOperator:
+ ’int’

ImplicitCastExpr:
LValueToRValue

’int’

DeclRefExpr:
argc ’int’

IntegerLiteral:
1 ’int’

Figure 2.3: Abstract Syntax Tree of a simple program.

2.1.4 The LLVM compiler infrastructure

This section introduces the LLVM compiler infrastructure (formerly known as
the Low-Level Virtual Machine project). It is a collection of C++ classes and
tools that provide the foundations for the development of a compiler [73]. Con-
cretely, LLVM is comprised of the following five primary subprojects:

LLVM Core defines the LLVM intermediate representation (LLVM IR) and
supports code generation and optimization for a number of popular archi-
tectures (e.g. x86 and ARM). Basically, it provides a retargetable compiler
back-end that already supports multiple existing machines.

Clang is a C/C++ and Objective-C front-end that builds atop the LLVM
project. It is comprised of a set of libraries and a GCC-compatible driver.
Clang implements a unified recursive-descent parser for languages in the
C family.
Clang also provides a static analyzer, clang-tidy (i.e., a lint tool), and
LibTooling, that allows users to implementat standalone tools (e.g. static
analyzers and source-to-source transformations).

libc++ is a C++17-compliant high-performance implementation of the C++
Standard Template Library (STL).

2In C++, a l-value is a symbol that can be used on the left-hand side of the assignment
operator (e.g. a variable); hence, it has reserved storage. On the contrary, a r-value refers to
a symbol that appears on the right-hand side of an assignment and is considered a temporary.
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compiler-rt provides the required runtime library support for sanitizer instru-
mentation, including the AddressSanitizer, ThreadSanitizer (TSan), Mem-
orySanitizer, and UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer.

LLDB is a debugger that builds atop the LLVM and Clang projects. Further-
more, LLDB is implemented as a library, thus allowing its use in external
programs. Also, it includes Python bindings that make it possible to use
LLDB from a Python script.

As can be seen, the LLVM and Clang’s modular design aids in the following
tasks: (i) the implementation of a custom compiler front-end; (ii) retargeting
other hardware architectures; and (iii) writing standalone tools, such as static
analyzers.

2.1.5 Interpreted languages

Interpreted languages have become popular in the industrial and scientific areas.
Basically, this is due to three important characteristics: (i) the adoption of
agile software development methodologies based on fast application prototyping
(Rapid Application Development [82]); (ii) the need to provide tools that ease
the application development for non-experts, which is important in scientific
areas and industrial data management; and (iii) the increased portability with
respect to compiled languages. For instance, Scala [104] has been widely adopted
for managing large data sets in Big Data applications. On the other hand,
Python [115] has become even more popular thanks to its high-level abstractions
that help domain experts to develop scientific applications [105].

However, interpreted languages are slower than compiled ones due to the in-
struction generation at run-time and the difficulties for exploiting the available
resources in a given platform. Thus, to increase the performance, interpreters
of these languages leverage Just-in-Time (JIT) compilation techniques to gen-
erate a compiled version of application hot-paths, e.g. PyPy [122], HOPE [3].
Additionally, multiple libraries implemented in high-performance compiled lan-
guages provide bindings to be used on interpreted applications to improve the
performance, e.g. TensorFlow [1]. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that many
new programming languages have a Read-Eval-Print-Loop (REPL) also known
as language shell, e.g. Swift[11], that despite being a compiled language heavily
supports REPL-style development.

Nevertheless, in order to obtain the maximum performance and to minimize
response times in a production build of the application, it is necessary to gen-
erate a compiled binary or to transform the interpreted application to compiled
languages. In this sense, we can find two major approaches: (i) tools that allow
generating object code or bytecode that runs on a Virtual Machine (VM) from
an interpreted language script [87]; and (ii) the development of interpreters for
typically compiled languages to reduce the code transformation for the produc-
tion version.
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Some examples of tools able to compile Python scripts are Cython [12],
Jython [65], and IronPython [44]. For instance, Cython is a Python and C
compiler that can generate optimized binaries. However, this tool requires to
use a superset of the Python language to exploit the available resources such
as the general lock releasing for exploiting thread parallelism. For this reason,
these tools are mainly used for implementing libraries that will be used from an
interpreted script.

On the other hand, several interpreters of C and C++ languages can be
found: Ch [22], Clip [80], CInt [52], UnderC [35] and Cling [125]. These tools
allow developers to take advantage of interpreted languages for fast application
prototyping having, as a result, a code that can be compiled with minimal efforts.
Compiled language standards and, C++ specifically, present some limitations to
be used as an interpreted language. An example of these limitations is the
C++ ODR that avoids entity redefinition in the same translation unit [62].
This limitation is not required in interpreted languages since the definition of
an entity depends only on the interpretation order of the script code.

While the ODR is very useful in compiled languages, especially when build-
ing large scale applications, it becomes a disadvantage in interpreted languages
where redefinition of entities is considered a feature.

2.2 Software verification

Software verification aims at providing formal proofs of a program’s behavior. In
general, we define a formal proof as a sequence of steps, each of which is either an
axiom or an instantiation of a rule of inference that enables the deduction of new
formulae based on previous information. The existence of such steps sequence
proves that it is possible to reach the conditions specified in the final state from
the given initial state. Note that, while it is possible to prove a program by
defining the semantics of the programming language constructs and trying to
find a viable step sequence, it might be computationally intensive.

To this end, a number of different approaches emerge. In general, research
in this area can be classified into two distinct groups: (i) logic systems that
enable to formally prove a program, e.g. Hoare logic and separation logics; and
(ii) mechanisms to detect potential software problems, e.g. memory leaks, data
races, etc.

On the one hand, formal proof by providing axioms and inference rules for
a simple programming language was attained by C. A. R. Hoare [60] in 1969,
although it was limited to basic language constructs, the absence of side-effects,
and no heap (i.e., the use of “addresses” that map to values). These limitations
render the original proposal unusable in contemporary programming languages.
Nevertheless, this framework (known as Floyd–Hoare logic, or simply, Hoare
logic) established the bases of formal software verification on which further re-
search in the area is based. Some of its initial limitations were addressed by a
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version of Hoare logic known as separation logic [103]. However, it cannot yet
be used to prove any arbitrary program, and it is still an open research topic.

On the other hand, several complementary techniques that do not explic-
itly rely on formal logic have been proposed. Many of these proposals permit
the detection of a number of software failures, either by static analysis of the
sources [40], or at run-time (e.g., memory leaks [97], data races [79], deadlocks,
etc.).

In this section, we give an overview of the current approaches to software
verification. Concretely, Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 explain techniques based on for-
mal proof. Section 2.2.3 introduces design-by-contract as an assertion language
based on ideas from Hoare logic. Finally, Section 2.3 reviews the state-of-the-
art in concurrent software verification.

2.2.1 Hoare logic

As mentioned, in 1969, Hoare [60] proposed a framework to prove the correct-
ness of imperative programs. This formal proof of correctness is useful to es-
tablish the absence of bugs if exhaustive testing is not possible. In particular,
this author provided a set of axioms and inference rules so as to specify the se-
mantics of the basic constructs found in a simple programming language, i.e.,
simple arithmetic/logic expressions, variable and array element assignment op-
erators, if–else conditionals, while and for loops. Thus, Hoare logic provides
a deductive system for reasoning about a program’s behavior.

In this context, the effects of a program (C) can be described by a Hoare
triple as noted in Equation 2.2. In this notation, C is a program from a specific
programming language, while P and Q are conditions that must hold before and
after program execution, respectively. Thus, P is referred to as a precondition
and Q is referred to as a postcondition. Both sets of conditions are written in
first-order logic and can make use of program variables.

{P} C {Q} (2.2)

In general, formal proofs in Hoare’s logic may be classified as either partial
or total correctness. Specifically:

Partial correctness. Given the triple {P} C {Q}, the postcondition (Q) must
hold after the program (C) terminates, if started in a state in which P was
true. There is no specific requirement if the program does not terminate.

Total correctness. Same conditions as partial correctness, but requires that
the program terminates.

Take { A = 2 } A := A− 1 { A = 1 } as an example, where “:=” is the
assignment operator. Assuming that such operator has been formally defined,
given the initial condition A = 2, the postcondition A = 1 will hold after the
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execution of the program. For that, the semantics of programming language
constructs have to be formally defined.

Hoare logic gives a formal definition for basic constructs found in a simple
programming language by specifying inference rules. An inference rule enables
the deduction of a new fact, i.e., a conclusion, based on existing information that
is assumed true, i.e., the hypotheses. To illustrate this point, we will employ
the assignment operator as an example. Equation 2.3 shows the assignment
axiom, which specifies that the value of LHS after evaluating the assignment
equals the value of RHS before evaluating it. In this context, LHS and RHS
refer, respectively, to the left-hand and right-hand sides of the assignment. In
the previous equation, P refers to any condition, and P0 is obtained from P
replacing all occurrences of RHS by LHS.

` {P0} LHS := RHS {P} (2.3)

Similarly, other basic language constructs are formalized within this frame-
work. While this is appropriate for simple programs, it is unable to describe
the semantics of more complex programming language constructs, e.g. pointer
manipulation. To tackle these issues, O’Hearn et al. [103] proposed “separation
logic”.

2.2.2 Separation logic

In recent years, separation logic emerged as an alternative to provide formal
proof of a program, removing many of the limitations of Hoare logic such as
pointer manipulation. In this sense, O’Hearn and Yang [103, 112] extended the
representation of the state of a program.

In Hoare logic, such state was only defined by program variables. In sep-
aration logic, the state is augmented by also including a representation of the
heap. Specifically, the global state is now determined by the individual state
of both, the store and the heap. Basically, the Store maps program variables
their values, while the Heap maps allocated memory addresses to values, as seen
in Equation 2.4. In that equation, Addr ⇀fin V alue refers to the finite set of
functions that map a given address to its value. This set of functions determine
the range of allocated addresses. Thus, memory allocation and disposal can be
represented by extending or shrinking its domain.

Store = V ar → V alue (2.4)
Heap = Addr ⇀fin V alue (2.5)

Consequently, the set of language constructs defined in Hoare logic is also
extended with four operations that manipulate the heap, namely:

Fetch assignment, written as V := [E], causes the evaluation of E and deref-
erences the resulting address. Afterward, its contents are assigned to V.
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Heap assignment, written as [E] := F, causes the evaluation of E, derefer-
ences it, and stores as its contents the result of evaluating F.

Allocation assignment. Allocates n consecutive locations and adds them to
the domain of the heap function. Also, these locations are initialized
in-order with the provided values. This operation is specified as V :=
cons(E1, E2, ..., En).

Pointer disposal. This operation evaluates the given expression and removes
the resulting address from the domain of the heap function. It is specified
as dispose(E).

Also, another major contribution in separation logic is the “separating con-
junction”, annotated as P ? Q. This operator implies that the heap can be
separated into two disjoint parts (h1 and h2) in which P holds in h1 and Q
holds in h2. This property is used to define the frame rule, another key concept
in separation logic. The frame rule, formally stated in Equation 2.6, specifies
that the state before and after executing the program C may be split into two
disjoint parts: locations that are read or written by the program, and those that
remain unchanged (represented by R below). This enables local reasoning, i.e.,
specifying in P and Q only the parts that are directly affected by the program.

` {P} C {Q}
` {P ? R} C {Q ? R}

(2.6)

In summary, separation logic permits to reason locally about the effects of a
program, while also removing some of the limitations of Hoare logic. Further-
more, as seen in the literature, it has been used for symbolic execution [13], to
determine the in-memory shape of a data structure [32], and reasoning about
resource usage in concurrent programs [102, 17, 19].

2.2.3 Design by contract

The above-mentioned methods for formal proof are suitable for the verification of
small programs or reasoning about the correctness of data structures. However,
object-oriented software consisting of a large codebase cannot typically benefit
from such methods. In the early years, programmers were encouraged to include
checks for all subprogram inputs as part of the implementation. While this
technique (referred to as defensive programming) is useful in small to medium
size programs, it has many limitations. In particular, writing those checks as
part of the implementation of a procedure contributes to its complexity, possibly
adding redundant code that evaluates the same precondition at different software
layers causing poor performance. As it is generally known, software complexity
is an obstacle to software reliability. Further, hiding away the specification of a
software component as part of its internal implementation has caused problems
in the past [63].
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Following B. Meyer [88], the concepts of pre- and post-conditions introduced
in Hoare logic may be reused to provide specifications regarding the obligations
and rights of a software component. In this regard, the previous ideas may be
easily adapted to any procedural imperative language, given that each procedure
can be seen as a program that operates on the given inputs to produce an output.
In this sense, pre- and post-conditions in Hoare logic may be seen as a kind
of contract, i.e., they specify obligations of both, the user and implementation
sides. Therefore, “design by contract” focuses on the annotation of such user’s
obligations and rights employing assertions that may be checked at runtime,
depending on the specific compilation options.

The design-by-contract approach was originally introduced by B. Meyer in
the Eiffel [90] programming language. The assertion language provided by Eiffel
is limited to boolean expressions that may include function calls. As a conse-
quence, it does not directly support logic quantifiers, i.e., ∀ and ∃; however, it is
possible to emulate quantifiers by calling a function that uses an internal loop.
Specifically, Eiffel includes the following forms of contract-checking:

Preconditions, that represent obligations of the caller, and replace the P part
in Hoare logic. In this sense, violating a precondition can be considered a
bug in the user code.

Postconditions, that represent obligations of the callee, and replace the Q
clause used in Hoare logic. Therefore, a violation of a post-condition indi-
cates a bug in the supplier code.

Class invariants, that specify restrictions that apply to all instances of a class,
i.e., it is a property that must hold for all the objects of a given type.
Consequently, their effect is equivalent to adding such restriction as pre-
and post-condition for all the exported routines of a class.

Loop invariants, that assert that a certain condition is satisfied at the begin-
ning of each loop iteration. Therefore, both the loop exit condition and
loop invariants hold at the end of its execution.

Eiffel defines a number of assertion levels that allow the user to selectively
enable or disable certain checks via a compiler option. In particular, it supports
the following levels: (i) disable all assertions, (ii) check pre-conditions only, (iii)
check pre- and post-conditions, (iv) check pre-conditions, post-conditions, and
class invariants, and (v) check all assertions. Regardless of the level, a vio-
lated assertion will cause an exception to be raised. Also, the evaluation of
an assertion shall not have any side effects, thus not having observable effects
in the behavior of a program beyond performance differences. In any case, the
introduced specification allows the compiler to reason about the program’s be-
havior. However, while Eiffel contract-checking contributed to improving the
reliability of sequential software, it has unintended effects on concurrent pro-
grams. This limitation has been solved in SCOOP [94], a concurrency model for
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Eiffel. Additionally, user-specified contracts have also been used in automatic
unit-test generation [91] and to provide autogenerated fixes for failing program
fragments [126].

Following the Eiffel approach, a number of other languages have already in-
corporated this feature, either through an external library or built into the pro-
gramming language. Note that depending on the specific solution adopted by
the authors, the implementation may support a different set of assertion types
compared to those described above. In general, most implementations found in
the literature provide support for the above-mentioned assertion types, particu-
larly preconditions, postconditions, and class invariants. On the one hand, this
level of support can be found in the D programming language, C# (through the
Code Contracts [41] library), and Java JML [75]. On the other hand, the Ada
programming language in its Ada 2012 [121] standard (ISO/IEC 8652:2012),
also supports subtype checking, which captures the general constraints of data
objects. Also, SPARK 2014 [59], a subset of the Ada 2012 programming lan-
guage, provides many extensions compared to the latter, such as specifying dis-
joint cases and the use of logic quantifiers. Additionally, it is worth mentioning
Microsoft Source-code Annotation Language (SAL [114, 57]), which provides a
set of annotations that may indicate assumptions or specific uses of function ar-
guments, so as to provide valuable information for a static analyzer.

Contract-based programming in C++

As seen earlier in this chapter, many programming languages including Eiffel
and Ada 2012 already have support for contract checking. However, the latest
ISO C++ standard, i.e., C++ 20 does not provide an equivalent feature. To
emulate it, developers typically rely on macro-based solutions, as it is the case
of the Microsoft Guidelines Support Library (GSL)[93]. Nonetheless, while this
approach implies that user-specified conditions will be checked at run-time, the
provided information cannot be used by the compiler for reasoning about the
program.

To pave the way in C++ software verification, the current ISO C++ pro-
posal [47] introduces contract-checking statements, i.e., contract assertions. In
this proposal, the authors leverage a slightly modified syntax of C++ 11 at-
tribute to annotate user-defined contracts. Specifically, it defines the following
types of contract checks:

Assertions. This type of check allows the user to specify a predicate that is
assumed to hold at the exact point in which it is written. This attribute
appertains to the null-statement, and therefore it may appear at any place
where an executable statement is valid, e.g. as part of the body of a
function. Specifically, we use the [[assert: ...]] attribute to state
assertions.
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Preconditions. As stated previously, a precondition is a predicate that must
hold upon entry into the function. In this sense, it is used to express
expectations on the function’s arguments and/or the state of other objects
external to the implementation. They will be specified as part of a function
declarator by using the attribute [[expects: ...]], which can appear
multiple times.

Postconditions. This type of check is also part of a function declarator and
they state conditions that must hold upon exit from the function. In
other words, the implementation ensures that the specified predicate is
met after the function returns. In this case, the condition can make use
of the return value and/or the state of other objects. Postconditions can
be stated by using the [[ensures R: ...]] attribute, which can also be
specified multiple times, where R is an optional identifier that refers to the
return value and is only valid within the predicate.

Similarly to Eiffel, the syntax for contract conditions is that of a conditional
expression. As such, they can make use of any symbol that is visible in the cur-
rent scope, make function calls, etc., with the only restriction that they shall
not have side effects. While the compilation of a program that includes side-
effects within contracts might succeed, it will result in undefined behavior. In
other words, this constraint ensures that a contract shall have no observable ef-
fects in a correct program, beyond performance differences. Also, a contract at-
tribute may include an assertion level (default, audit, or axiom). Depending
on a compiler option, none, one or more assertion levels will be checked. Typi-
cally, these levels are intended to be used by the programmer to indicate the rel-
ative computational cost of a check. As an exception, axiom contracts are never
checked; instead, they can be used by static analyzers or to state that the given
predicate is assumed true (which may be used by the compiler to further opti-
mize the generated code). Therefore, in conjunction with the compiler option
(build level), these checks can be enabled or disabled accordingly at build-time.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the use of assertions, preconditions and postconditions.

void * memalloc ( size_t count )
[[ expects default : count > 0]]
[[ ensures ret: ret != nullptr ]] {

/* ... */
[[ assert audit :

do_internal_check ()]]
return addr;

}

Figure 2.4: Types of C++ contract assertions.

As mentioned, a translation is carried out in a specific build level, which
may be either off, default, or audit. On the one hand, a translation that uses
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the default build level will only check contracts annotated as default. On the
other hand, if the audit build level is used, both default and audit contracts
shall be checked. Specifying off as a build level completely disables contract
checking. Contracts are statically checked if the predicate can be evaluated at
compile-time; otherwise, the check will be performed at run-time. A contract
that is violated at run-time will, by default, terminate program execution by
calling std::terminate(). Also, the user may supply an alternative handler
that will be invoked upon contract violation. A handler is called passing an
object of type std::contract_violation, which contains information about
the failed check. Specifically, it gives access to the file name, line number,
function name, the condition (as a character string), and the assertion level
of a failed contract. After invoking a custom handler, the program may or not
continue its execution, depending on a property specified at compile-time. Note
that continuing execution can aid in the transition of a legacy codebase to C++
contracts, e.g. by generating a log of failed contracts.

Although contracts aim to improve software reliability, a secondary objective
is to provide a means to deliver additional information to the compiler or third-
party tools. On the one hand, axiom contracts may be used to indicate that a
certain predicate must be assumed true by the compiler, thus triggering further
optimizations. Note that some compilers already support a language extension
to provide that information (e.g. Clang’s __builtin_assume), but its use is
non-standard and non-portable. On the other hand, some restrictions apply for
the rest of the assertion levels in this regard, as stated in [49]. In particular, an
unchecked condition cannot be assumed without causing undefined behavior.

In summary, the C++ contracts technical specification aims to improve
software reliability by introducing three types of contract checks: assertions,
preconditions, and postconditions. An assertion is assumed to hold at a specific
point in the computation, while preconditions and postconditions can be used
to annotate rights and obligations of a function. Also, contract attributes may
include an assertion level that is used to enable or disable certain assertions
depending on a compiler option. Finally, users are allowed to specify a custom
handler that is executed if a contract is violated.

2.2.4 Concurrent software verification

While separation logic has been used in the verification of concurrency mecha-
nisms [102], it is still far from being used for verifying the correctness of large
software. In the interim, several tools that aid in the detection of problems in
parallel software (e.g. data races, deadlocks, etc.) have been presented as an
alternative. In this regard, numerous solutions to detect data races have been
proposed [79]. These, have been based on different well-known mechanisms: (i)
happen-before relations, (ii) locksets, and (iii) hybrid approaches, i.e., combin-
ing the previous two.
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Basically, happen-before relations [72] are used as a mechanism to detect
potential data races in concurrent memory accesses. For instance, Intel In-
spector [61] and Acculock [127] are two well-known commercial and research
tools making use of this mechanism. Nevertheless, software implementations
of happen-before-based detectors are known to suffer from large run-time over-
heads, so hardware-based solutions have also been proposed to overcome these
issues [129].

Alternatively, solutions based on locksets report a data race if there is no
common lock held by two threads accessing the same memory address. This
approach can be found in both static [37] and dynamic tools [116] from the
state-of-the-art. Finally, the hybrid model takes advantage of happen-before
mechanisms to reduce the false positives reported by lockset-based detectors
and preserve the performance advantages of the lockset mechanism. A race
detector implementing this approach is ThreadSanitizer [118].

Although the aforementioned tools aid developers to find concurrency bugs,
these can still miss ad-hoc synchronizations (e.g. in lock-free data structures),
and therefore generate false positive warning reports. To tackle these issues,
Norris et al. [99, 98] provide an advanced dynamic partial-order reduction algo-
rithm implemented within CDSchecker, a tool that detects potential data races
by virtually executing a wide range of possible thread orderings. An advantage
of this tool is that it is able to handle C++ atomics along with the different
C++11 memory models. Similarly, the work by Kokologiannakis et al. [70]
present RCMC, a model checker that uses execution graphs within C++11
memory models to avoid redundant exploration of concurrent programs. Al-
ternatively, Lidbury et al. [76] present a scalable dynamic data race analysis for
C/C++11 that captures synchronizations within ThreadSanitizer and is able to
explore non-sequentially consistent executions. On the other hand, several tools
permit the annotation of custom synchronizations within the user code by pro-
viding a set of directives that can be used to inform of synchronizations that
cannot be automatically identified. Examples of detectors using this approach
are the Intel Inspector and ThreadSanitizer.

As can be seen in Table 2.1, despite the wide literature on data race detection
techniques, we only find the work by Ou et al. [106] to be able to directly handle
the semantics of lock-free data structures within the CDSchecker with special
annotations.

2.3 Parallel architectures and programming models

In the last two decades, the traditional improvements (e.g. increasing the clock
frequency or applying instruction-level parallelism) in hardware architectures
have come to a dead-end, basically due to power consumption and heat dissi-
pation. Therefore, in order to continue increasing microprocessor performance,
hardware manufacturers focused on the design of parallel architectures com-
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Reasonable execution time • • • •

Exhaustive search of execution paths • • •

Race conditions • • • • • • •

Deadlocks • • • • • • •

Support for semantic rules •

Support for lock-free structures • • •

Table 2.1: Comparison of tools for concurrent software verification.

prised of multiple execution and control units, known as “multi-core” chips.
However, to fully exploit the characteristics of modern hardware, software has
to be inherently parallel.

In general, the use of high-level abstractions that hide the complexity of low-
level interfaces partially mitigates the introduction of new software defects. To
this end, the development of parallel applications may be simplified by making
use of parallel patterns. This section provides an overview of parallel architec-
tures and their programming models. Specifically, Section 2.3.1 classifies parallel
architectures; Section 2.3.2 presents types of parallelism that have been identi-
fied in the literature; Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 describe, respectively, platform-
dependent and high-level parallel frameworks that facilitate the implementation
of parallel applications; finally, Section 2.3.5 explains well-known parallel pat-
terns.

2.3.1 Parallel architectures

As previously mentioned, the lack of scalability exhibited by the traditional tech-
niques to improve performance gave rise to parallel multi-core architectures.
In this regard, following Flynn’s taxonomy, there are two major groups of ar-
chitectures that are especially interesting [43]: Single Instruction Multiple Data
(SIMD) and Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD):

Single Instruction Multiple Data, which is based on applying the same op-
eration (by multiple processors) on different data. These architectures
typically employ a control unit that is shared among multiple execution
units, i.e., the control unit activates the required signals to synchronously
apply the same instruction to different data elements. The vector exten-
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sions to the instruction set of modern processors and Graphic Processing
Units (GPUs) are examples of the SIMD class.

For instance, modern Intel x86-based processors provide the Advanced
Vector Extensions (AVX) [29] and Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) in-
struction set extensions. AVX instructions make use of 256-bit registers
that may pack four 64-bit double-precision or eight 32-bit single-precision
floating-point numbers, and their execution will perform the same opera-
tion on all values. Intel and AMD processors manufactured after 2013 also
provide AVX-512 that enlarge AVX registers to 512-bit, thus doubling the
data that can be processed per clock cycle.

Multiple Instruction Multiple Data, that in contrast to SIMD, each pro-
cessor executes different instructions that operate on its own data. While
MIMD can be applied to a wide range of problems compared to SIMD,
these architectures are correspondingly more expensive. This class can be
subdivided into: (i) tightly coupled MIMD (or shared memory) architec-
tures, that leverage thread-level parallelism and access the same physical
address space, and (ii) loosely coupled MIMD (or distributed memory)
architectures, in which independent tasks execute in parallel over disjoint
physical address spaces.

In shared-memory platforms, all processors share the physical address
space, possibly also sharing parts of their cache memory. Consequently,
different processes may establish communication channels by just sharing
memory regions. Some form of synchronization will also be required if the
involved memory accesses are not atomic. Depending on the access laten-
cies exhibited by different processors, these architectures may be classified
into: Uniform Memory Access (UMA), in which the cost of addressing any
part of the physical space is the same, and Non-Uniform Memory Access
(NUMA), where the time required to complete an operation depends on
the processor and the memory address. According to these classes, many-
or multi-core processors are usually an example of UMA, while many multi-
socket platforms can be considered NUMA.

Conversely, processors (nodes) in a distributed memory platform do not
implicitly share memory portions. As a consequence, data must be trans-
mitted through an interconnection link, e.g. 10-Gigabit or 1-Gigabit Eth-
ernet, Infiniband, or optical fiber transports. Nonetheless, this communi-
cation adds overhead due to network latencies and limited bandwidth,
thus making a careful design of network topology especially important.
These architectures can be extended by adding new nodes, only condi-
tioned by the interconnect network. An example of this architecture is a
cluster, which is typically comprised of several homogeneous nodes. In any
case, each node may also use thread-level parallelism and shared memory
to communicate among different local processors.
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In order to take advantage of both paradigms, modern platforms may employ
multiple devices. Such heterogeneous platforms may be comprised of any number
of CPUs (which may also include vector extensions), GPUs, or other accelerator
devices, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) or Digital Signal
Processors (DSPs). In a platform consisting of one or more of these devices,
the host CPU may offload the execution of some algorithms to a specific device.
In general, the intrinsic characteristics of the selected target device enable for
faster execution.

Note that many challenges have to be faced in the development of parallel
applications due to the additional expertise required in the system domain, e.g.
the correct use of synchronization mechanisms, communication, or data local-
ity. In this regard, many programming models have been proposed aiming to
reduce the burden. In Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, we provide a survey of rele-
vant programming models found in the literature, which are classified as either
platform-dependent or high-level.

2.3.2 Types of parallelism

Depending on the nature of the computation and how data is accessed, we dis-
tinguish three kinds of parallelism, namely: data-parallelism, stream-parallelism,
and task-parallelism. We define these classes as follows:

Data-parallelism permits to parallelize a task by processing single data ele-
ments in parallel. It is based on stateless functions that require indepen-
dent elements. In other words, their output is not dependent on any other
element nor program state. In general, it is based on loop-level paral-
lelism, i.e., each iteration makes use of independent data, and thus allows
for concurrent execution.

Stream-parallelism is based on splitting the computation into different se-
quential stages that can be executed in parallel over different data ele-
ments. In general, this method is applicable if the computation requires
total or partial ordering, which renders data- or task- parallelism unusable.
Also, in contrast to data parallelism, this method can be applied when
data elements become available over time, e.g. data sent from another
device. Stage-local state may be stored, if required by the application.

Task-parallelism that runs independent computations (referred to as tasks),
as part of different flows-of-control (i.e., threads or processes). Tasks are
scheduled according to a task dependency graph and may communicate
during their execution.

2.3.3 Platform-dependent programming models

Parallel programming models that belong to this class do not provide abstrac-
tions over the parallel platform. Although these frameworks typically deliver
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better performance, they demand more knowledge of the specific platform and
the user is responsible for identifying critical sections (using synchronization
primitives where required) and data sharing. In the following, we provide an
overview of state-of-the-art platform-dependent parallel frameworks.

POSIX threads (Pthreads), that is defined in the POSIX.1c standard, Thread
extensions (IEEE Std 1003.1c-1995 [26]), is the low-level interface for
thread management in UNIX operating systems (GNU/Linux, BSD, etc.).
It provides routines for thread creation and synchronization in shared-
memory architectures. Since Pthreads is implemented as a C library,
it is also usable in C++ programs. However, since C++ 11 (ISO/IEC
14882:2011), the C++ standard library offers a set of threading abstrac-
tions that are consistent with the language and less error-prone. This li-
brary component abstracts OS-specific details and makes C++ code more
portable, as any C++11-compliant platform is required to offer such API.
Typically, thread communication is attained through the use of concurrent
data structures. Note that in this case, the developer has to use explicit
synchronization mechanisms (e.g. atomic operations or mutexes) which
may notably increase the complexity of the resulting program. Specifically,
their incorrect use may result in data races or deadlocks.

Nvidia CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [67] is the ref-
erence platform for Nvidia GPU programming. Typically, the hardware
architecture of a GPGPU matches the requirements of data-parallelism.
However, it is considered a low-level framework, since the programmer has
to deal with memory management and data transfers between the GPU
and the CPU. Also, since the device and the CPU do not share an address
space, data must be copied between the both memories.

OpenCL (Open Computing Language) [120] is an interface that allows
for writing parallel programs for heterogeneous architectures comprised of
multi-core CPUs, GPUs, DSPs, and/or FPGAs. Similarly to CUDA, it is
a host–device framework. Thus, it allows the CPU to offload the execution
of small programs (known as kernels) on a different device attached to
the system bus. Source code that uses OpenCL can be compiled and
executed on different architectures without modification. However, the
user is responsible for data transfers and application tuning.

MPI (Message Passing Interface) defines an interface for message-passing
over distributed memory and its corresponding communication protocol [54].
MPI can be used to implement distributed applications that run concur-
rently on multiple hosts. Specifically, many instances of the same program
may execute locally and/or on different remote machines. MPI supports
collective and point-to-point synchronization/communication among cre-
ated processes. However, communication and synchronization has to be
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explicitly added by the user where required, which aggregates to the ap-
plication complexity. Most MPI implementations, such as OpenMPI and
MPICH, also provide bindings for a number of programming languages in-
cluding C/C++, Fortran, and Python.

2.3.4 High-level programming models

As seen previously, using platform-dependent frameworks may help in generating
optimized code for the target platform. While this improves the performance, it
often requires more knowledge of specific platform details and parallel program-
ming traits (i.e., process communication, synchronization, avoiding deadlocks,
etc.), which may decrease code portability.

To tackle the above-mentioned issues, high-level programming models pro-
vide abstractions that hide away the complexities derived from the direct use of
low-level parallelization primitives, thus reducing the time required to implement
the application and improving its portability and maintainability. Also, the
overhead introduced by the use of these frameworks is generally low, achieving
adequate performance in most platforms [51]. This section reviews well-known
high-level programming models found in the literature.

OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) [21]] has been considered the de facto
interface for parallel programming in the shared-memory model. It is
provided as an extension for C/C++ or Fortran compilers that defines
#pragma preprocessor directives allowing for parallel execution of certain
parts of the program, e.g. parallel_for. User code that is not annotated
with such directives will run sequentially.
Contrary to Pthreads, OpenMP enables to state which regions will execute
in parallel without requiring to specify low-level behavior.

Intel Cilk Plus is a language extension to C and C++ that allows the com-
piler to generate parallel code for multi-core architectures that also exploit
vector instructions [15]. Specifically, it supports the development of data-
parallel and task-parallel applications. It defines additional keywords (e.g.
_Cilk_spawn and _Cilk_for) and #pragma simd directives that aid in
writing parallel software. The user can also make use of private per-task
accumulator variables (i.e. reducers) which are combined in-order as the
tasks finish.
Similarly to OpenMP, Cilk Plus reduces the burden of implementing par-
allel applications. However, it still requires manual thread communication
and synchronization.

Intel TBB (Threading Building Blocks) [111] provides a set of parallel
patterns (e.g. pipeline and parallel_for) that enable the construc-
tion of parallel applications while requiring few knowledge of low-level
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platform-specific details. It includes a run-time scheduler that balances
thread workload using work-stealing, i.e., a thread that has completed the
execution of a task may fetch a new one from a queue owned by a different
thread.
Intel TBB is targetted at shared-memory multi-core architectures and pro-
vides support for data-parallelism, stream-parallelism, and task-parallelism.

C++ 17 extensions for parallelism [62] provides parallelized versions of
existing algorithms from the C++ Standard Template Library (STL), e.g.
std::find. These algorithms require passing a new parameter w.r.t. the
non-parallel version that permits the specification of the execution policy,
i.e., sequential execution, parallel execution, and parallel+vectorized exe-
cution.
Unfortunately, this C++ 17 feature is only supported in the MSVC, GCC 9,
and Intel C++ compilers.

Fastflow is a data- and stream-parallel programming framework that supports
multi-core and GPU platforms [81]. This library provides a set of skeletons
that can be used to develop parallel applications (e.g. Map, Reduce, or
Pipeline).
Basically, these patterns are implemented as C++ classes that encapsulate
algorithmic aspects and hide away thread communication and synchro-
nization. Also, Fastflow patterns can be composed to build more complex
applications.

GrPPI (Generic Reusable Parallel Pattern Interface) [113] provides a
generic high-level parallel pattern interface for C++ applications. It com-
prises an abstraction layer atop existing parallel frameworks (e.g. C++
threads, OpenMP, Intel TBB, or Fastflow). Switching between back-ends
can be attained by just changing the execution policy. Furthermore, its
design hides away the complexity of communication and synchronization
mechanisms.
It leverages C++ template meta-programming to expand GrPPI con-
structs to the actual back-end calls at compile-time, thus not incurring in
run-time overheads.

SkePU [38] is a skeleton library based on C++ templates that enables the
development of parallel applications on multi-/many-core architectures.
It provides data-parallel and stream-parallel skeletons (i.e., Map, Reduce,
MapReduce, or Farm). Also, it supports the execution on multi-GPU plat-
forms through the use of CUDA or OpenCL.

Muesli (The Münster Skeleton Library) is a C++ skeleton library that
focuses on distributed and/or heterogeneous platforms [24]. In this regard,
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it can automate the generation of different binaries targetted at a diversity
of architectures (e.g. heterogeneous clusters) while hiding the complexity
of specific frameworks, such as OpenMP or CUDA.
It provides data-parallel, task-parallel, and the Pipeline and Farm skeletons.

SkeTo is a C++ template library that leverages MPI for parallel execution of
user code [83]. It provides skeletons for operating over distributed data
structures, such as trees, lists, and matrices. However, it lacks support for
stream-parallelism patterns.

2.3.5 Parallel patterns

A pattern is defined as a recurrent strategy in the solution of a particular kind of
problem. Patterns are widely used in computer science (e.g. in object-oriented
programming [48] and software architecture) as well as in other knowledge ar-
eas. In this section, we provide an overview of patterns used in the development
of parallel software. These parallel patterns encapsulate the algorithmic charac-
teristics, providing a simple interface focused on reusability and portability that
is also less error-prone.

In general, we can classify patterns in three different groups: data-parallelism
patterns, stream-parallelism patterns, and task-parallelism patterns. Also, the
literature on stream processing describes different stream operators that permit
to modify the stream flow [8], e.g. the Window and Split-Join operators. Note
that while these patterns cover a wide range of applications, they might not fit
specific problems that may require a domain-specific solution.

Following the above-mentioned classification, we provide below a formal de-
scription of well-known parallel patterns.

Patterns for data-parallelism

In this section, we give a formal description of the Map, Reduce, MapReduce,
and Stencil patterns.

Map. This pattern computes in parallel the function f : α→ β over the elements
of the input set, i.e., α to produce output elements β. Thus, the output is
a set of elements y0, y1, . . . , yn that were obtained from x0, x1, . . . , xn by
applying yi = f(xi). Note that parallel execution is only safe if f is pure.
Figure 2.5a depicts the Map pattern.

Reduce. Aggregates input items of type α applying the pure binary function ⊕ :
α×α→ α, which is typically associative and/or commutative. The pattern
yields a single α-typed element (y) that equates y = x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ xn,
where xi refers to an input element (see Figure 2.5b).

MapReduce. This is the composition of a Map pattern and a Reduce pattern.
Specifically, it is comprised of a Map stage, that generates a {key, value}
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pair for each item in the input that is delivered to a Reduce stage. The
Reduce stage aggregates the values of a given key, thus producing a set of
unique key–value pairs (see Figure 2.5c). Formally, the Map stage com-
putes the function f : α → β, where β is of type {key, α}. The Reduce
stage performs ⊕ : β × β → β. Both, f and ⊕ should be pure functions.

Stencil. Extends the Map pattern by allowing the pure function f to access the
input item and set of neighbors (see Figure 2.5d). Formally, it applies the
function f : α∗ → α, where α∗ refers to the input item and a number of
neighbors and produces an item of the same type.

(a) Map. (b) Reduce.

M0

M1

...

M2

...
...

R0

R1
⊕

...

R2

...

(c) Map–Reduce. (d) Stencil.

M0 R0

M1 R1
⊕

...
...

M2 R2

...

S0

S1

...

S2

...
...

Figure 2.5: Data parallel patterns.

Patterns for stream-parallelism

In the following, we include a formal description of the Pipeline, Farm, Stream-
Reduce, and Filter stream parallel patterns.

Pipeline. This pattern processes elements that appear on the input in several
stages that run in parallel. The input data of each stage in the pipe corre-
sponds to the output of the previous stage (see Figure 2.6a). Formally, let
the i-th stage in a n-staged Pipeline compute the function fi : α→ β, then
Pipeline delivers the element xi to the output stream applying the function
fn(fn−1(. . . f1(xi) . . .)). To allow for parallel computation, stage functions
should have no side effects and no data dependencies among them, al-
though they are allowed to have local state. Typically, its implementation
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consists of a set of concurrent processes (or threads), where each of them
runs a single stage.

Farm. This pattern parallelizes the computation of the function f : α→ β over
a set of elements that appear in the input stream. For each element xi on
the input stream, the Farm pattern introduces an element into the output
stream as f(xi). Similarly to Pipeline, the computations performed by
the function should be completely independent of each other, not allowing
per-replica state; otherwise, its processing cannot be parallelized. Thus,
the function f can be computed in parallel for different data elements.
Figure 2.6b depicts the Farm pattern.

Stream-Reduce. In this pattern, a group of elements that appear in the input
stream are collapsed and the result is delivered to the output stream.
Formally, the function ⊕ used to collapse items is a pure function of the
form ⊕ : α × α → α, and is typically associative and/or commutative.
The pattern computes the ⊕ function over a finite sequence of elements
. . . , xi+1, xi, xi−1, . . . and delivers a collapsed element to the output (see
Figure 2.6d).

Filter. Computes a filter function in parallel over the elements that appear in
the input stream, thus delivering to the output those elements that satisfy
the predicate P : α → {true, false}. Formally, it takes a sequence of
items . . . , xi+1, xi, xi−1, . . . and evaluates ∀i : P(xi), producing a set of
elements of the same type but possibly different cardinality. Note that the
P function should be pure.

Patterns for task-parallelism

This section describes the Divide and Conquer task parallel pattern.

Divide and Conquer. This pattern recursively breaks a problem into subprob-
lems until reaching a base case. The solution to the original problem is
computed by merging the partial solutions. Formally, this pattern com-
putes f : α∗ → β∗ on a collection of items of type α and yields a collection
of items of type β. The input collection is partitioned using the function
P until a base case is reached (i.e., a case that is solved by applying f).
After that, a merge function M is used to combine partial results. f , P,
and M should be pure functions.

2.3.6 Data Stream Processing applications (DaSP)

In general, a Data Stream Processing (DaSP) application can be seen as a data-
flow in the form of a directed acyclic graph, whose nodes represent operators
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(a) Pipeline. (b) Farm.
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(c) Filter. (d) Stream-Reduce.
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Figure 2.6: Stream parallel patterns.
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Figure 2.7: The Divide and Conquer task parallel pattern.

and edges are input/outputs streams. In the literature, a number of research
works can be found about data stream processing in scientific HPC applications
targeted to distributed platforms. We classify these works in the following two
categories: (i) stream processing engines and frameworks; and (ii) pattern-based
programming environments for distributed systems.

Regarding the first class, we identify some popular stream processing en-
gines such as Storm [6], Spark [128] and Flink [107] targeted to clusters and
cloud environments. These engines offer APIs that allow programmers to im-
plement their applications as directed flow graphs, the nodes being operators
and the edges stream flows. Depending on how these operators and flows are
arranged, different and complex operations for splitting/joining the streams,
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and filtering data can be performed. While these stream engines are mainly
Big Data and IoT-oriented, we also find HPC-oriented stream programming
frameworks. A key example is StreamIt [124], a language that enables high per-
formance of large streaming applications by efficiently mapping processes to a
wide range of environments, including shared-memory architectures and HPC
clusters. Another example is MPIStream, a prototype library implemented atop
MPI, which provides an interface to existing MPI applications to adopt the
streaming model [110, 109]. Basically, MPIStream provides a lightweight ap-
proach to link MPI processes with different tasks by using four basic concepts
of stream processing: communication channels, data producer/consumer, data
streams and stream operations.

On the other hand, we encounter pattern-based parallel programming frame-
works tackling distributed systems. For instance, the authors of Fastflow in [5]
report an extension of this library targeting cluster multi-core workstations,
where the ZeroMQ library is used as the external asynchronous communica-
tion layer. Another example is Eden [78], an extension providing patterns in
Haskell which gives support for parallel and distributed environments. In this
library, processes communicate through unidirectional channels that are defined
by programmers while specifying data dependencies. Similarly, JaSkel [42] pro-
vides sequential, concurrent, and distributed versions of the pipeline and farm
skeletons for Java, being possible to deploy them on both cluster and grid in-
frastructures.

Alternatively, we also find parallel-pattern programming frameworks which
make use of MPI for targeting distributed platforms. An example is SkeTo [83], a
C++ library coupled with MPI that offers operations for parallel data structures
such as lists, trees, and matrices; however, it lacks stream-oriented patterns.
Similarly, the Muesli skeleton library [25] offers a large collection of patterns
through C++ member functions implemented in OpenMP and MPI, for multi-
core and cluster platforms, respectively. The major supported data structures
are distributed arrays and matrices for data parallelism, as well as pipelines and
farms for stream-oriented parallelism. Another contribution is MALLBA [4], a
library that provides a collection of high-level skeletons for combinatorial opti-
mization which deals with parallelism in a user-friendly and efficient manner.
MALLBA leverages NetStream, a custom MPI abstraction layer that takes care
of primitive data type marshaling and synchronization between processes run-
ning in distributed machines. Finally, we highlight DASH [46], a C++ template
library that offers distributed data structures and parallel Standard template li-
brary (STL) algorithms via a compiler-free Partitioned Global Address Space
(PGAS) approach.

Table 2.2 summarizes the features of state-of-the-art frameworks for DaSP
application development. Given the foregoing, we identify an important gap
between the MPI community and stream processing needs of today’s scientific
applications [45]. Concretely, none of the state-of-the-art skeleton libraries for
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C++ permit the development of parallel applications that target both, shared-
memory and distributed-memory by means of MPI.
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Stream-parallelism • • • • • • • • •

Data-parallelism • • • • • • • • •

Distributed data access • • • •

Shared-memory • •

Distributed-memory • • • • • • • • • • •

Table 2.2: Comparison of Data Stream Processing frameworks.

2.4 Summary
At this point, we have identified several difficulties that condition software reli-
ability and maintainability. First, as shown by the CERN’s ROOT project, the
use of a C++ interpreter aids in reducing the required effort to implement a pro-
totype and port it into a high-performance application. Nonetheless, the ODR
limits its use as an interpreted language compared to other languages such as
Python. Second, we only found CDSchecker to be able to handle the seman-
tics of lock-free data structures. However, due to its high run-time overhead,
this approach cannot be used in the verification of large codebases. Finally, we
identify an important gap between the MPI community and stream processing
needs of today’s HPC scientific applications. In this sense, the high-level C++
interface of parallel patterns offered by GrPPI might be used to improve both
application flexibility and source code readability of distributed streaming C++
applications.

This thesis aims at reducing the impact of the aforementioned challenges by:

1. Proposing a technique that removes the one definition rule in interpreted
C++, in order to enable the redefinition of functions, types, and variables.
Removing such limitation permits to reduce the time required to imple-
ment a prototype while preserving the performance of a C++ application.

2. Defining a convenient framework for user-aided verification of concurrent
data structures that leverages C++ contracts to enable the specification
of concurrency constraints. This way, users are able to state the semantics
of concurrent lock-free data structures.
For that, we will also provide a prototype implementation of C++ con-
tracts in a state-of-the-art compiler
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3. Extending a generic parallel-pattern interface to support distributed multi-
node execution, thus reducing the number of defects introduced during the
implementation stage compared to using MPI stand-alone.
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Relaxing the One Definition
Rule in Interpreted C++

High-performance scientific applications are typically implemented in C/C++
for performance reasons. However, some aspects of those languages including
their compiler toolchain are not appropriate for software prototyping. In that
regard, interpreted languages have been widely adopted for this task in both
industry and scientific areas, which aids unexperienced users and domain ex-
perts in defining the logic of their applications. Ideally, developers of software
written in C/C++ may benefit from an interpreter of the same language dur-
ing the early stages of development. Following this idea, the CERN’s ROOT
project has demonstrated that the use of a C++ interpreter (Cling) helps to
reduce the required effort for writing prototypes and transforming them into
high-performance scientific applications.

Most implementations of the C++ programming language generate architecture-
specific executable code. Nevertheless, interpreted execution of C++ sources
has its own use cases as the Cling interpreter from CERN’s ROOT project
has shown, although some limitations are derived from the One Definition Rule
(ODR) that rules out multiple definitions of entities within a single translation
unit (TU). ODR ensures a uniform view of a given C++ entity across transla-
tion units, which helps when producing ABI compatible binaries. Interpreting
C++ presumes a single ever-growing translation unit that defines away some of
the ODR use-cases. Therefore, it may well be desirable to relax the ODR and,
consequently, to support the ability of developers to override any existing defini-
tion for a given declaration. This approach is especially well-suited for iterative
prototyping.

In this chapter, we provide a technique to enable the redefinition of C++ en-
tities. To achieve this, top-level declarations are nested in inline namespaces and
the translation unit lookup table is adjusted to invalidate previous definitions
that would otherwise result in ambiguities. Formally, this technique refactors
the code to an equivalent that does not violate the ODR, as each definition is
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nested in a different namespace. Furthermore, any previous definition that has
been shadowed is still accessible by means of its fully-qualified name. Also, a
prototype implementation of the presented technique has been integrated into
the Cling C++ interpreter, showing that our technique is feasible and usable.

Specifically, Sections 3.1 and 3.2 give an overview of the CERN’s ROOT
framework and the Cling interpreter, respectively; Section 3.3 presents the for-
malization for supporting entity redefinition in a C++ interpreter; Section 3.4
describes the implementation of the required AST transformer for relaxing the
ODR in Cling, an state-of-the-art Clang-based C++ interpreter used at CERN;
Section 3.5, employs some examples to validate our proposal and evaluate the
possible overhead introduced by the required additional handling; finally, Sec-
tion 3.6 summarizes the contribution described in this chapter.

Some content in this chapter has been published in the following conference
paper:

• Javier López-Gómez, Javier Fernández, David del Rio Astorga, Vassil Vas-
silev, Axel Naumann, and J. Daniel García. Relaxing the one definition
rule in interpreted C++. In Proceedings of the 29th International Confer-
ence on Compiler Construction (CC 2020).

3.1 ROOT project
In this section, we describe the ROOT[9] project, a cross-platform C++ frame-
work for data processing in the High-Energy-Physics (HEP) area, developed
mostly at CERN. This framework is designed for storing and analyzing large
amounts of data. Basically, it provides the following components:

Data model. The ROOT framework provides a data model that allows stor-
ing data, represented as C++ objects, into compressed binary machine-
independent files. Those binary files also store the format description of
the data, allowing access to the information from anywhere.

Statistics and data analysis libraries. ROOT also provides a huge set of
tools for mathematical and statistical analysis that can easily operate over
ROOT files. Furthermore, it also provides visualization tools to display
histograms, scatter plots, and function fitting. Additionally, these tools
take full advantage of C++ features and parallel processing techniques.

Interactive C++ interpreter. This component provides a Clang-based C++
interpreter (Cling) for interactively developing and compiling the resulting
application to exploit the available resources. This interpreter can also
be used in conjunction with user-friendly development environments de-
signed for interpreted languages such as Jupyter notebook, either through
ROOT or through the Xeus-cling [27] project.
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Other language bindings. ROOT provides a set of bindings that make it
possible to use the framework with different languages such as Python,
R, and Mathematica. In the context of this contribution, the Python
bindings (PyROOT/cppyy [74]) are especially relevant as they leverage
Cling to access the C++ side at run-time.

3.2 Cling

Cling is a Clang/LLVM-based C++ interpreter developed at CERN, that has
been adopted as the interpreter for the ROOT project. Cling leverages the
Clang/LLVM infrastructure for parsing and code generation, meaning that it
only has to deal with issues derived from C++ interpretation. This keeps the
Cling codebase reasonably small (about 36K LOC) and eases its maintenance.
An overview of Cling’s architecture is shown in Figure 3.1.

Input line Wrap in
function?

Parse
(Clang)

AST
transformers JIT + exec

Figure 3.1: Cling input transformation stages.

In general, Cling users expect a Python-like interaction. In other words, the
user expects the interpreter to accept a statement, even if it does not appear as a
part of the body of a function. However, this practice usually results in ill-formed
code according to ISO C++[62]. If the input line cannot be proved to be valid,
it will be wrapped in a uniquely-named function. At this stage, several simple
cases can be detected as valid (functions, classes, namespaces, etc.). However,
Cling is not able to do so for variable declaration, such as “int i = 0;”. This
is fixed later by the DeclExtractor transformer, which extracts declarations out
of the wrapper functions. Cling also supports a “raw input” mode, in which this
“wrapping in functions” stage is skipped completely.

After turning the user code into valid C++, it can be normally parsed by
Clang. The output of this stage is the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) for the
parsed top-level declarations. Clang also adds these to the Translation Unit
(TU) declaration list. In this sense, the TU is constructed incrementally.

The generated AST for top-level declarations, i.e., those that appear at the
TU level, may be transformed to support other Cling features. This processing is
performed by independent transformation blocks which are executed sequentially
after the AST is created. The former blocks may be classified as either an
ASTTransformer (that may apply transformations to all parsed declarations),
or WrapperTransformer (that apply only to wrapper functions generated in the
first stage). For example, declaration statements that were previously wrapped
into a function must be moved back to the global scope (TU), which is done by
the DeclExtractor transformer. Figure 3.2 shows the modifications performed by
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DeclExtractor for the input line “int i = 0, j;”. Additionally, Cling includes
transformers to support other features, e.g., auto specifier synthesis, invalid
memory reference protection, etc.

|-
‘-FunctionDecl __cling_Un1Qu30 ’void (

void *) ’
|- ParmVarDecl vpClingValue ’void *’
‘-CompoundStmt

|- DeclStmt
| |- VarDecl i ’int ’ cinit
| | ‘- IntegerLiteral ’int ’ 0
| ‘-VarDecl j ’int ’

Figure 3.2: Transformation performed by the DeclExtractor transformer.

The last step in the interpreter pipeline is the Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation
and execution. Cling offloads this task to LLVM machinery.

3.3 Proposal for entity redefinition
This section introduces the proposed technique to override a previous definition
for a given declaration. The described procedure relies on nesting each redecla-
ration into a scope of its own by using C++ inline named namespaces. There-
fore, using this technique does not formally incur in a violation of the ODR, nor
requires major changes to the compiler. According to ISO C++[62], members
of an inline namespace can be accessed as if they are members of the enclosing
namespace, i.e., names introduced by such namespace “leak” to the enclosing
scope. However, as shown in Listing 3.1, if a name is made available in the en-
closing scope through more than one inline namespace, unqualified lookup for
the given name becomes ambiguous. In Section 3.3.3, we tackle this issue by
manually adjusting the lookup table of the enclosing scope.

inline namespace ns0 { int i = 0; }
inline namespace ns1 { double i = 1.0; }
auto j = i; // unqualified lookup is ambiguous

Listing 3.1: Ambiguous unqualified lookup.

In addition to the technique described in this section, the following ap-
proaches were taken into consideration and finally disregarded in favour of the
current proposal:

• Instead of manually adjusting the TU lookup table, we considered re-
moving the previous declaration from the AST and the matching emitted
JIT’ed symbol. However, this causes problems with type/variable defini-
tions, as they may be still in use by user code, e.g. redefining a type while
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there is a variable in scope that still uses the old type definition, or re-
defining a variable while still being used by a thread

• In order to keep C++ more conformant, we considered the replacement
of the required modifications to the TU lookup table by another AST
transformation pass. This new pass would translate each reference to a
namespaced entity so that it is qualified with the name of the latest gener-
ated namespace. Nevertheless, this is not feasible because most compilers
(including Clang) only have the AST available after the semantic analy-
sis. Such analysis cannot be passed by ill-formed C++ code that contains
ambiguous names.

3.3.1 Technique applicability and exceptions

Due to the internal use of namespaces, not all declarations that introduce a name
are subject to the aforementioned transformation. Concretely, it can only be
applied to contexts where an inline namespace may be used. Therefore, to
avoid ill-formed namespace constructs, we restrict this transformation to the
translation-unit level.

For the sake of saving unnecessary AST rewrites, we only namespace declara-
tions that are definitions (or those that, while not being definitions, the declared
entity may be defined later, i.e., forward declarations). In this line, some dec-
larations that introduce a name do not require to be nested into a namespace
because the repetition of such declarations is allowed by C++. Furthermore,
rewriting these declarations to be part of an internal namespace may have the
side-effect of changing the original meaning. We identified the following C++
constructs that do not require any transformation:

using-directive e.g. using namespace std, that makes all the names in the
std namespace visible for unqualified name lookup in the current scope.
In this case, issuing twice a using-directive in a given scope does not cause
any problem. Therefore, nesting this declaration in an internal namespace
has no additional effect.

using-declaration e.g. using std::vector, that makes only the vector name
accessible for unqualified lookup in the current scope. As in the case of
using-directive, repetition of this type of declaration is not disallowed by
ISO C++; thus, rewriting these declarations does not provide any addi-
tional advantage.

3.3.2 Rules for AST transformation

The proposed transformation may be formally described using a Syntax-Directed
Definition (SDD)[69]. In this notation, each grammar production has been asso-
ciated with a set of semantic rules that are evaluated in the specified order. Each
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rule may either set the value of an attribute for the given entity, e.g. E.attr =
..., or call a function that may have any number of side-effects.

Declaration redefinition is achieved by appending new semantic rules to their
respective grammar productions in the SDD. As shown in Table 3.1, for top-
level redefinable declarations, the semantic declaration context (DeclContext
attribute) is set to a synthesized uniquely-named inline namespace, which in
turn is added to the translation unit. Added semantic rules has been typeset in
boldface. For the sake of simplicity, only some productions are shown.

Table 3.1: Syntax-directed definition to nest declarations into a namespace.

Production Semantic Rules

function-definitionD

→ · · · declarator virt-specifier-seqopt function-body
D.node = new FunctionDefinition(..., declarator,

function_body)
D.DeclContext = new Namespace("__NS_xxx", INLINE,

{ FD.node })
D.node = FD.DeclContext

simple-declarationD

→ · · · decl-specifier-seq init-declarator-list ’;’
D.node = new SimpleDeclaration(...)
D.DeclContext = new Namespace("__NS_xxx", INLINE,

{ D.node })
D.node = FD.DeclContext

...
...

3.3.3 Invalidation of ambiguous unqualified names

Rules in Table 3.1 cause target top-level declarations to be nested into inline
namespaces. Because inline namespaces make their members visible in the en-
closing scope, declared names may still be accessed as if they were not part of a
namespace. However, if the same name is “leaked” from different namespaces,
unqualified lookup will fail because the name became ambiguous, i.e., the com-
piler is unable to resolve univocally a reference to the given entity. In this case,
the intended behavior is that such lookups should refer to the latest declaration.

To that aim, ambiguous lookups must be turned non-ambiguous that return
the expected result. As shown in Figure 3.3, each declared name in the inline
namespace (NS1) is made visible not only in the namespace lookup table, but
also in that of the enclosing scope (TU). As noted before, if the same name is
made visible by several namespaces (NS1, NS2, . . . ), then there will be more
than one entry with the given name in the TU lookup table.

Therefore, to get rid of such ambiguity, existing entries in the TU scope for
the given name must be removed. As an exception, if the set comprised of all
the previous entries and the most recent declaration is considered an overload
set, some or all entries may be preserved. An overload is a set of declarations
that despite having the same name, the compiler is able to disambiguate us-
ing the number and/or type of the arguments. The required adjustment to the
lookup table is performed by the fix_TU_lookup_table() function. As can be
seen in Algorithm 1, this function looks up the specified name in the TU scope
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inline namespace NS1 {
int PI = 0;
std :: string S;

}
inline namespace NS2 {

double PI = 3.14159265 ,
J;

}
· · ·

PI int
S std::string

NS1 lookup table

PI double = 3.14...
J double

NS2 lookup table

PI int = 0
PI double = 3.14159265
S std::string
J double

TU lookup table

Figure 3.3: Lookup tables for translation unit and inline namespaces.

and iterates through the results invalidating ambiguous names that introduce a
previous definition (lines 4—18). We assume that the InInlineNS() function
returns whether the given declaration is part of a synthesized inline namespace.
Also, note that enumerators introduced by an unscoped enumeration are reach-
able from the TU scope through unqualified lookup and should be invalidated.
Furthermore, additional non-definition redeclarations of the same entity are dis-
carded (lines 20—22) to avoid ambiguity between the last definition and the new
non-definition declaration that is part of a different namespace.

Moreover, if the whole functionality is encapsulated in the allow_redefine()
function shown in Listing 3.2, then allowing a declaration to adopt a new defini-
tion may be accomplished only by adding a call to allow_redefine(), as shown
in the Syntax-Directed Translation scheme (SDT)[69] excerpt shown in Listing
3.3.

D. DeclContext = new Namespace (" __NS_xxx ", INLINE , { D.node
})

D.node = D. DeclContext
fix_TU_lookup_table (D)

Listing 3.2: The allow_redefine() function used in the SDT.

As mentioned before, some particular cases require either to preserve existing
lookup table entries or to invalidate additional ones, namely:

Function overloads. If all the entries that share a given name refer to a non-
ambiguous function overload set, only the name that turns the lookup
into ambiguous, if any, should be removed. In other words, given a func-
tion overload set comprised of n candidates, a new declaration that has
the same signature as a previous member marks the old declaration for
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1 Function fix_TU_lookup_table(D)
Data: D: new declaration that introduces a name

2 begin
3 Previous←− LookupTUName(D);
4 for p ∈ Previous do
5 if IsDefinition(p) ∧

(¬ IsDefinition(D) ∨ ¬ InInlineNS(p)) then
6 continue;
7 end
8 if p, D are function declarations/templates ∧ IsOverload(D, p)

then
9 continue;

10 end
11 RemoveFromTULookupTable(p);
12 if p is an unscoped enum then
13 E ←− EnumeratorsOf(p);
14 for e ∈ E do
15 RemoveFromTULookupTable(e);
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 // Ignore further non-definition redeclarations
20 if |Previous| 6= 0 ∧ ¬IsDefinition(D) then
21 DiscardDeclaration(D);
22 else
23 AddDeclaration(D);
24 end
25 end

Algorithm 1: The fix_TU_lookup_table function

removal; because the new declaration is a replacement, the number of
members in the overload set is still n.

Additionally, for overloaded templated functions the conditions described
in ISO C++ paragraph [temp.over.link]p4[62] must be verified.

Unscoped enumerations. An unscoped enumeration behaves as a transpar-
ent context, i.e., declared enumerators are made visible in the parent con-
text. Because enumerators are reachable from the enclosing inline names-
pace, and therefore in the translation unit, the removal of all those names
from the TU lookup table shall also be considered.
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Declaration after definition. A non-definition declaration appearing after a
definition shall be ignored, e.g.

class C { ... };
class C; // ignored

This is because the non-definition declaration would otherwise hide the
last complete definition.

function - definition → attribute-specifier-seqopt decl-specifier-seqopt declarator
virt-specifier-seqopt function -body

{ · · · ;
allow_redefine(); }

simple - declaration → decl -specifier -seq init-declarator-listopt ’;’
| attribute -specifier -seq decl -specifier -seq init -

declarator -list ’;’
{ · · · ;

allow_redefine(); }
· · ·

Listing 3.3: Modified SDT that allows redefining entities.

3.4 Cling implementation
This section describes the implementation of the aforementioned technique on
top of the Cling C++ interpreter. Given that Cling’s architecture allows the
AST to be transformed before the JIT compilation stage, all the additional
handling required for supporting redefinition has been embedded in the new
DefinitionShadower AST transformer1.

It is important to remark that Cling AST transformers run in the strict
order in which they are registered. As will be discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and
3.4.1, DefinitionShadower must run before the existing DeclExtractor transformer
to produce the expected behavior.

3.4.1 The DefinitionShadower AST transformer

This transformer employs the “shadowing” technique described in the previ-
ous section. Therefore, the implementation performs the following two steps:
(ii) rewrite most top-level declarations so as to nest them into an inline
namespace, and (ii) fix the lookup table of the enclosing scope (TU) as de-
scribed in Section 3.3.3 so that unqualified lookups always resolve to the latest
definition. These changes do not require a patch to Clang source code and can
be entirely implemented within Cling.

1DefinitionShadower has been merged into Cling master branch. See
https://github.com/root-project/cling/.
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Namespacing top-level declarations

The DefinitionShadower::Transform(Decl *) function implements the trans-
formation described in Section 3.3.2. Specifically, it performs the following
steps: (i) creating, if needed, a uniquely-named per-transaction NamespaceDecl
node (DefinitionShadowNS), that has been marked as inline, and adding it
to the TranslationUnitDecl declaration list; (ii) removing the given named dec-
laration from the TranslationUnitDecl declaration list; (iii) setting its declara-
tion context to the DefinitionShadowNS namespace; and (iv) adding it to the
DefinitionShadowNS declaration list.

Note that, step (iii) fails for out-of-line member function definitions. This
is because the semantic declaration context for member functions should be
the corresponding class, i.e., an instance of CXXRecordDecl. Therefore, out-
of-line member functions cannot be directly shadowed. As a workaround, a
new definition has to be provided for the owning class before attaching a new
out-of-line function definition.

Additionally, because function template instantiations inherit the declaration
context of the templated declaration, the instantiation pattern must also be
updated. Otherwise, in the case of redefining a templated function, the mangled
name for template instantiations may clash with a previous definition of the
same template.

Adjusting the translation unit lookup table

The required patching to the translation-unit lookup table is performed by the
invalidatePreviousDefinitions(Decl *D) function. Provided that D is a
definition, this function hides from the semantic analyzer (Sema) lookup any
previous definition of the same entity. Note that, while unqualified lookup will
only return the latest definition, the technique still allows the reachability of
shadowed declarations via qualified lookup, e.g. __cling_N50::decl.

The previous function checks whether the given declaration is a wrapper
function generated by Cling, in which case we iterate through all local decla-
rations (that will be moved by DeclExtractor), invalidating any previous global
definition as required.

invalidatePreviousDefinitions(NamedDecl *D) handles the invalidation
of any previous definition of a named declaration. In general, we lookup the given
name in the translation unit and iterate through the results, skipping over non-
definitions. Candidates for removal are checked for function/template overload
using the Sema::IsOverload() function, and if so they are kept. Otherwise,
we remove the declaration from the StoredDeclsList (the structure that stores
the lookup table for a declaration context) of the translation-unit. As an special
case, because unscoped enumerations “leak” enumerator names to the enclosing
scope, we also invalidate any previous definition of the enumerators.

Also, because some Cling extensions cache information about declarations,
e.g. TCling, we registered an interpreter callback that provides notification
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when a definition has been shadowed. Therefore, the new DefinitionShadowed
callback may be used in that case to erase cached information.

Modifications to the declaration extractor

The implementation required minor changes to the DeclExtractor transformer
so as to properly move declarations to the enclosing scope. The unmodified
DeclExtractor incorrectly assumed that the parent scope is always the translation
unit. However, if DefinitionShadower has been enabled, the wrapper function
will be moved to an inline namespace and declarations should be extracted
onto it, as can be seen in Figure 3.4.

‘-NamespaceDecl __cling_N50 inline
|-
‘-FunctionDecl __cling_Un1Qu30 ’void (

void *) ’
|- ParmVarDecl vpClingValue ’void *’
‘-CompoundStmt

|- DeclStmt
| ‘-VarDecl i ’int ’ cinit
| ‘- IntegerLiteral ’int ’ 0

Figure 3.4: New DeclExtractor behavior.

This interaction among the DefinitionShadower and DeclExtractor transform-
ers implies that the former should always run before the latter.

3.4.2 Enabling/disabling the new transformation

The new AST transformer can be turned on/off for the next input line by means
of the EnableShadowing compilation option. Compilation options control sev-
eral aspects of Cling, such as the optimization level or toggling a feature, e.g.
declaration extraction, invalid memory reference protection, etc.

If the Cling raw input mode is enabled, EnableShadowing is set to 0, thus dis-
abling the new transformer; otherwise, EnableShadowing is set to 1 and top-level
declarations will be transformed consequently. Nevertheless, DefinitionShadower
may not transform certain declarations as noted below:

The origin of a declaration is not the Cling prompt. Shadowing is enabled
only for declarations that were typed as part of an input line, therefore
disabling it for #include’ed files. Otherwise, it may break system header
files, e.g. if the mangled name of a declaration changes, the symbol re-
location process performed by the linker will be unable to locate a given
symbol.
This condition is recognized based on the source location of the declara-
tion, leveraging the fact that Cling stores input lines in a virtual file with
overridden contents.
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The declaration type is a UsingDirectiveDecl/UsingDecl. As discussed
in Section 3.3.1, using-directive and using-declaration should not
be transformed.

The declaration type is a NamespaceDecl. Shadowing namespace members
is currently not supported.

The declaration is a function template instantiation. As stated before,
Cling copies each input line in a distinct virtual file and instructs Clang to
start parsing it. Consequently, at the end of file, ASTConsumer::HandleTr-
anslationUnit() will emit any pending template instantiation. As part of
this stage, instantiations are processed by AST transformers as top-level
declarations.

Consequently, triggered instantiations should be ignored by DefinitionShad-
ower as their instantiation pattern was already transformed.

3.4.3 Other minor changes

Typically, Cling is able to pretty-print the type and value of an expression.
This behavior is automatically turned on if an input line is not terminated
by a semicolon. However, given that namespacing type declarations changes the
qualified name of a type, it will also affect how the given type name is printed.

In other words, because the proposed transformation moves most top-level
NamedDecl nodes into a namespace, their fully qualified name changes compared
to the original typename as seen by the user. Take the input “class MyClass
{ ... } X” as an example. As shown in Figure 3.5b, X is pretty-printed
by Cling as “(class __cling_N50::MyClass &) @0x7f0...” after enabling
DefinitionShadower.

As can be seen, the type name shown in the output changes w.r.t. Fig-
ure 3.5a. This is fixed by setting to 1 the SuppressUnwrittenScope = 1 Print-
ingPolicy flag in ValuePrinter.cpp. This flag specifies whether to print parts
of qualified names that are not required to be written, e.g. inline/anonymous
namespaces.

3.4.4 Limitations

While the current implementation closes the behavioral gap between the Cling
C++ interpreter and other interpreted languages, e.g. Python, it has some
known limitations that restrict its use. Specifically:

Shadowing a global object does not free old storage. In C++, an l-value
is an object that has an associated memory location, e.g. a variable, and
therefore it may appear on the left-hand-side of an assignment expression.
A shadowed l-value cannot be found via an unqualified lookup, but the
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(a) Original Cling ValuePrinter output
root [0] class MyClass {} X
(class MyClass &) @0x7fb4deb45008

(b) DefinitionShadower enabled
root [0] class MyClass {} X
(class __cling_N50 :: MyClass &)

@0x7f0f2da63008

(c) DefinitionShadower enabled and fixed
ValuePrinter

root [0] class MyClass {} X
(class MyClass &) @0x7fdf6baac008

Figure 3.5: Cling pretty-print for “class MyClass {} X”.

memory it was referring to is still allocated. Furthermore, these objects
can still be referenced using their qualified name.

Consequently, although interpreter sessions are relatively short-lived, shad-
owing a global variable may be a cause of memory leaks. In this regard,
we have decided to leave garbage collection as future work.

Changes in RTTI type information. Run-Time Type Identification (RTTI)
is a C++ mechanism for type introspection. As discussed in the previous
section, namespacing a type declaration changes its qualified name, which
might be a problem for applications heavily relying on RTTI.

However, fixing this issue probably requires additional patches to the un-
derlying Clang compiler.

3.5 Validation

This section presents an analysis of the Cling DefinitionShadower behavior to
validate the correctness of the proposed entity redefinition technique. To do so,
we provide a close-up view of the resulting AST and lookup table state for a set
of examples that covers most of the recurrent uses of interpreted C++.

Table 3.3 shows the step-by-step sequential execution of interpreted code in
Cling, including the transformed AST and the lookup table state.

In the first line, an integer variable (int i) is declared. This declaration is
wrapped in a function named __cling_Un1Qu30. Then the AST tree is gener-
ated, and both DefinitionShadower and DeclExtractor transformers are executed.
First, DefinitionShadower transforms the AST by nesting the function into the
__cling_N50 inline namespace. Then, DeclExtractor extracts the declaration
out of the wrapper function, yielding the AST shown in Table 3.3. Given that
this is the first declaration named i, the TU lookup table is not modified.
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(a) Function (re-)defini-
tion

(b) Class (re-)definition (c) Variable (re-)definition
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Figure 3.6: Cling run time plots (both shadowing enabled/disabled).

In the second line, a variable with the same name but a different type
(double i) is declared. As before, the declaration is wrapped in a function
named __cling_Un1Qu31. After the AST is created, DefinitionShadower nests
the function into the __cling_N51 inline namespace, and also removes the pre-
vious entry for the given named declaration from the TU lookup table. Finally,
DeclExtractor extracts the declaration out of the wrapper function.

Lines three and four declare two different functions with the same name.
However having both of them different parameters, it can be considered a func-
tion overload. These input lines do not require to be wrapped. However, both
are nested into inline namespaces (__cling_N52 and __cling_N53, respectively)
by DefinitionShadower. In this case, DeclExtractor does not do anything and the
TU lookup table is not modified.

Line five declares a function with the same name and parameters as the one
on line four. As before, this declaration does not require a wrapper. Again,
DefinitionShadower nests the declaration into namespace __cling_N54. This
transformer also removes the previous entry with the same name from the TU
lookup table.

Lines six through nine declare a templated structure with one member (struct
S), and an instance of S<int> with the same name as the functions presented
on lines three, four, and five. In this case, only the variable declaration has
been wrapped into function __cling_Un1Qu30. DefinitionShadower nests the
templated structure, along with its specializations, into an inline namespace
(__cling_N56). The function wrapping the variable declaration is nested into
a different inline namespace (__cling_N57). This transformer also removes all
previous entries on the TU lookup table that have the given name. Finally, De-
clExtractor extracts the declaration out of the wrapper function.

Lines ten through thirteen replace the templated structure introduced in lines
six and seven. Also, we declare an instance of this structure (S<double> g). As
before, the variable declaration requires the wrapper function __cling_Un1Qu34.
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DefinitionShadower nests the templated structure, along with its specializations,
into the __cling_N58 namespace. On the other hand, the variable declaration
is nested into a different inline namespace (__cling_N59). The transformer also
removes the entry for the previous declaration of the structure from the TU
lookup table. Finally, DeclExtractor extracts the variable declaration out of the
wrapper function.

Finally, in lines fourteen through seventeen, we introduce a using directive
(using namespace std) and the NS namespace. Neither of these declarations
have to be wrapped into a function. Also, DefinitionShadower does not modify the
AST because both, using directives and user-defined namespaces are considered
exceptions. In this case, DeclExtractor does not do anything and the TU lookup
table is not modified.

As can be seen, this proposal improves the user experience of using inter-
preted C++ for fast application prototyping, while the code can still be reused
for the high-performance compiled version. Moreover, in a Jupyter notebook
environment, the user is allowed to edit existing cells and change type/function
definitions.

Finally, for the sake of completeness, we have also evaluated the overhead
caused by the transformations performed by the DefinitionShadower. To do so,
we have compared the run time (JIT compilation and code execution) of the
same test program, both enabling and disabling entity redefinition. This test
program is comprised of a varying number of top-level declarations of different
types (function, class, or variable), ranging from 128 to 16384. Note that, in
case of enabling entity redefinition, all the declarations have been given the
same name. In order to obtain the overhead, we performed multiple executions
and measured the average run time. All the executions were run on a platform
comprised of 24 × Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2695 v2 running at 2.40 GHz, and
128 GB of RAM.

Figure 3.6 shows the measured run time for the test program, both when
shadowing is disabled or enabled. As seen in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b, the run
time behavior is similar for both, the function and class definition tests, yielding
a time that grows with the number of declarations. Comparing the original Cling
implementation (No shadow) with our proposal (Shadow), we can conclude that
the “Shadow” version incurs in a non-linear overhead in the range of 4—52%.
One of the possible explanations for this variability is that different LLVM/Clang
data structure optimizations are applied depending on the entry size.

However, the test performed for variables (see Figure 3.6c), while still grow-
ing with the number of declarations, it exhibits a much higher run time, with
a smaller overhead ranging 2—13% for the “Shadow” version. This is because
wrapper functions generated around variable declarations call an internal Cling
function used for resource management within the interpreter. Cling includes
the -noruntime command line option that, among other things disables this be-
havior. As shown in Figure 3.6.c, the run time using this option is comparable
to the other two cases. However, the overhead is much smaller, in the range
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of −28—15%, with the “Shadow” version being faster in some cases. Again,
this variability might be caused by different optimizations in LLVM/Clang data
structures.

At the light of the results, we can conclude that using the proposed technique
allows a C++ interpreter to behave closer to other interpreted languages with
moderate overheads.

3.6 Summary
Interpreted languages have been proved to be appropriate for fast prototyping in
agile development methodologies, and closing the gap between domain experts
and application development. However, interpreted languages typically incur in
extra overhead at runtime, which in some cases makes it necessary to generate a
compiled application targetted to a specific architecture. In this regard, multiple
implementations of C and C++ interpreters have been developed. Nonetheless,
these interpreters exhibit inherent limitations due to the compiled nature of the
C/C++ language.

In this chapter, we introduced a technique to support entity redefinition in
C++ interpreters, thus allowing the user to redefine functions, types, and vari-
ables in a similar way to other interpreted languages such as Python. Relax-
ing the ODR aids rapid prototyping while keeping the C++ language relatively
sound and consistent for the particular use case. Specifically, the contribution
enables the following: (i) providing a new definition for a function; if the func-
tion is templated or provides several overloads, the new definition only overrides
the matching overload candidate, thus not interfering with the existing C++
overload mechanism, (ii) overriding the definition of a type (struct, class, or
typedef), while previously-declared variables of an overridden type preserve the
old type definition; therefore, old members of an overridden struct/class may be
still accessed as long as a variable type is not refreshed by redeclaring the vari-
able, and (iii) providing a new definition for a global variable, possibly changing
its original type or initialization value. Also, implementing this technique does
not require major changes or patches to the compiler.

To validate the proposed technique, we have implemented the DefinitionShad-
ower AST transformer to support entity redefinition in Cling, a state-of-the-art
LLVM-based C++ interpreter, with moderate overheads. As observed through
the validation, entities can be given a new definition similarly to other inter-
preted languages such as Python. It is important to remark that the presented
Cling implementation has been integrated into the ROOT project master branch,
and will be used by the domain experts at CERN by the end of 2019.
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/ Chapter 4

User-aided verification of
concurrent data structures

Since the multi-/many core processors became widely used in HPC platforms,
parallel programming models have evolved to allow applications to exploit their
computational resources [16]. Parallel frameworks are designed to provide ab-
straction layers to applications in the form of libraries, that avoid the direct use
of low-level concurrency mechanisms. To this extent, the usage of building blocks
implementing core functionalities has been the de facto engineering methodology
in many of those frameworks [23]. Such reusable blocks should be designed to
ensure correctness and thread-safety in order to produce correct global results.

However, parallel programming may entail unexpected concurrency errors,
e.g. data races or deadlocks [18]. Spotting concurrency problems is known to
be a complex task, given that these errors may only occur in low-probability
event orderings and may depend on external factors, e.g. machine load. These
facts make data races extremely sensitive in terms of time, scheduling policies,
compiler options, memory models, etc. Although data race detectors aid during
application debugging, they may still be improved [18, 10]. In particular, some
race detectors fail to properly track the use of lock-free data structures and
generate false positives. This adds noise to the generated report and may hide
harmful races, making the debugging process even harder when tracing back
the root cause of the problem. Furthermore, current race detectors are not able
to spot violation of the semantics of lock-free data structures. In this line, the
semantics of the Single-Producer/Single-Consumer (SPSC) lock-free queue have
already been embedded into the ThreadSanitizer (TSan) race detector tool [33].
However, the required rules were hard-coded in the detector, preventing a more
general use by the user.

This chapter introduces a framework that enables the detection of access
semantics violation of lock-free data structures that is built on top of a mod-
ified ThreadSanitizer race detector, and leverages the C++ contracts feature
described in the previous chapter as a carrier of user-specified concurrency con-
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straints. The improvement in detection accuracy over the unmodified Thread-
Sanitizer is evaluated in terms of false positives and false negatives spotted on
several synthetic benchmarks that make use of the SPSC and MPMC lock-free
queue stuctures from the Boost C++ library. Note that we assume the data
structure implementation to be correct; by using the proposed framework, we
are able to detect misuses of its interface, thus reducing the number of false pos-
itives.

Specifically, Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the main components used in
this work; Section 4.3 formalizes the general semantics of the SPSC lock-free
queue; Section 4.4 introduces the C++-contract-based semantics violation de-
tector built atop the ThreadSanitizer race detector; Section 4.5 leverages the
Boost C++ SPSC and MPMC lock-free queues as an example of the use of the
framework; Section 4.6 evaluates the detection accuracy of semantics violation
using synthetic benchmarks of the C++ Boost library; finally, Section 4.7 pro-
vides a summary of the contributions in this chapter.

Some parts of this chapter have been published in the following journal paper:

• Javier López-Gómez, David del Rio Astorga, Manuel F. Dolz, Javier Fer-
nández, and Jose Daniel García. Detecting semantic violations of lock-free
data structures through C++ contracts. J Supercomput 76, 5057–5078
(2020).

4.1 The LLVM infrastructure and the TSan data race
detection tool

As mentioned previously, the LLVM (Low-Level Virtual Machine) project pro-
vides the required infrastructure atop which a compiler may be built. In gen-
eral, it provides the back-end for a number of compilation targets, including
an intermediate representation (LLVM IR), machine-independent and machine-
dependent code optimization. LLVM is distributed in the form of reusable
carefully-designed libraries [73]. On the other hand, Clang implements a front-
end for the C, C++, Objective C/C++ language family and generates the cor-
responding intermediate representation that is further processed by LLVM ma-
chinery, including target platform assembly code generation. The LLVM design
enables the development and integration of new modules in order to perform
compile-time analysis and instrumentation. Taking advantage of this feature,
several tools have been developed to identify suspicious and undefined behav-
ior of threaded software. One of them is ThreadSanitizer (TSan), a data race
detector for applications written in C/C++ or Go that uses compile-time in-
strumentation to check for non-race-free memory accesses at run-time [118].

TSan instrumentation tracks synchronization primitives, thread routines from
libpthread, memory allocation routines, dynamic annotations and other kinds
of functions that lead to synchronization points. Its runtime library provides
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entry points for the instrumented code to keep all the information that is of
interest for the race detector. With all these data, two race detection mecha-
nisms based on happens-before and locksets relations are applied. As a summary
of [101], these mechanisms develop the following strategies:

happen-before relations detect a potential data race when two events a and
b access a shared memory location, where at least one of these accesses
is a write, and neither a happens before b nor b happens before a. In
other words, they are concurrent, so no causal relationship ordering exists
between a and b. In this sense, happen-before and concurrent have the
typical interpretation given in the context of Lamport clocks [72].

locksets determine a data race when none of the locks held by a pair of events
accessing to a shared memory location are the same, with at least one of
these accesses being a write; i.e. when the intersection of their locksets is
empty.

Contrary to other race detectors, the TSan detector can be switched to
work only with the happen-before mechanism, also known as pure happen-before,
or with a combination of both previous mechanisms, referred to as the hybrid
mode [118]. While in the first mode the concurrency is only checked in terms
of happen-before relations, in the hybrid mode both happens-before and locksets
mechanisms are used to determine whether two events are concurrent.

In summary, the rationale of extending TSan to accept user-specified rules
via C++ contracts are: (i) it employs compile-time instrumentation, making it
much faster than other solutions; (ii) it is built on top of the LLVM infrastruc-
ture, being therefore an open-source software capable of accommodating new
functionalities. We leveraged C++ contracts as an interface because they are
evaluated at run-time and may be entirely disabled. Specifically, throughout this
chapter we use the axiom assertion level for concurrency constraint annotation,
and a custom termination handler provided by CSV.

4.2 Lock-/Wait-free buffers

In general, concurrent data structures can be classified as either blocking or
non-blocking. Non-blocking structures ensure thread-safety bypassing the use of
traditional synchronization primitives, such as locks or mutexes. Lock-free is a
level of progress guarantee for non-blocking data structures. A concurrent data
structure is considered lock-free if there is guaranteed system-wide progress, i.e.
at least a thread makes progress on its execution [34].

The absence of synchronization mechanisms allows better performance since
no explicit waiting primitives are needed, which in general reduces context
switches. However, some constructs may require atomic operations, so that
no intermediate states can be seen by other executing threads. Examples of
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atomic operations are test-and-set (TSL), fetch-and-add (FAA), compare-and-
swap (CAS) and load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC) [117]. Internally, these
atomic operations can be seen as a combination of both load and store instruc-
tions. Lock-free data structures, such as queues [92], hash tables [119] and SPSC
buffers [50], are typically known to make use of these type of atomic instruc-
tions. Nevertheless, lock/wait-free data structures are significantly more com-
plex to implement, and consequently to verify their correctness, with respect to
lock-based structures. Apart from this fact, race detection tools are unable to
properly determine whether a race is an actual error or a false positive due to
the lack of synchronization mechanisms detectable by these tools.

4.3 Formal definition and semantics of the SPSC queue
In this section, we describe in detail the Single-Producer-Single-Consumer (SPSC)
queue, as it is commonly used on shared-memory architectures to implement
1-to-1 communication channels [50]. In Section 4.5, we leverage the SPSC and
the Multiple-Producer-Multiple-Consumer (MPMC) queues as a use case.

Consider a queue Q the tuple {buf, pread, pwrite}, where buf is the internal
buffer and pread and pwrite are internal atomic read and write pointers to buf ,
respectively. This queue provides the following member functions:

init Initializes the buffer, allocating memory and setting the internal pointers
to 0. If the buffer has already been allocated, init only resets the pointers.

push Enqueues an item to the buffer.

pop Dequeues an item from the buffer.

Note that, depending on the internal implementation of a particular queue,
the buffer can be represented in different ways. For instance, in an SPSC
bounded queue, a circular buffer may be used. Figure 4.1 depicts the internal
workings of the SPSC queue circular buffer. Initially pread and pwrite point to
the initial position of the buffer. Afterwards, some elements have been added at
the end of the buffer through push calls while others have been removed from
the head by means of pop calls.

The correctness of parallel lock-free SPSC queues, such as the Lamport [71]
or FastForward implementations [50], is only ensured if several usage require-
ments are met. Basically, we define these requirements as the following semantic
rules:

1. A lock-free concurrent SPSC queue instance can be shared by multiple
entities acting as initializers, producers, and consumers.

2. A certain entity can perform any role, however, at any point in time,
there must only exist, at most, one producer and one consumer performing
operations on the same queue concurrently.
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Head pointer (pread)

Tail pointer (pwrite) Head pointer (pread)

Tail pointer (pwrite)

Figure 4.1: SPSC queue circular buffer.

3. An initializer cannot operate over the queue concurrently with any other
entity.

In any other case, the semantics of the queue are violated, thus leading to
undefined behavior due to the occurrence of potential data races.

To formalize the aforementioned semantics we define an event as the invoca-
tion of a function at a certain time point in an execution thread. In our partic-
ular case, we distinguish among three different event types: production (push),
consumption (pop), and initialization (init) and denote them as p, c and i, re-
spectively. Also, each time these events occur they are accordingly stored in the
sets Prod, Cons and Init.

With these definitions, it is possible to control the proper use of the lock-
free SPSC queue by checking three simple requirements depending on the type
of a new incoming event. These requirements, defined in (Req.1), (Req.2)
and (Req.3), are checked each time a new production (p′), consumption (c′)
or initialization (i′) event occurs, respectively. Assuming that there has been
at least an initialization event, (Req.1) ensures that the new production event
has a happen-before relation (→) with all past initialization events and is not
concurrent ( 6≈) with all past production events. Similarly, (Req.2) performs the
same violation detection, but for incoming consumption events.

p′, ∀i ∈ Init, ∀p ∈ Prod : Init 6= ∅ ∧ i → p′ ∧ p 6≈ p′ (Req.1)

c′, ∀i ∈ Init, ∀c ∈ Cons : Init 6= ∅ ∧ i → c′ ∧ c 6≈ c′ (Req.2)

Additionally, (Req.3) ensures that all initialization events happened sequen-
tially with any other event. That is, all past events of Q are not concurrent with
the new initialization event i′. If this requirement is not met at some point, it
might be that the queue has not been properly initialized, and therefore it can
lead to undefined behavior.

i′, ∀e ∈ Init ∪ Prod ∪ Cons : e 6≈ i′ (Req.3)
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4.4 The contract-based semantic violation detection
framework

This section introduces the contract-based semantics violation detection frame-
work (CSV1) as the main contribution in this chapter. This framework is com-
prised of the contract-based interface and the TSan extension that provides the
required machinery to detect violation of user-defined semantics.

Figure 4.2 depicts the CSV framework on an application whose code has been
annotated with the proposed contract-based interface that enables the detection
of semantic violations. The user code implementing a lock-free structure has
been annotated with the CSV interface defined in the csv.h header file, which
provides the required declarations for specifying the semantic rules for such
structures. Afterwards, the user code is compiled with a custom Clang front-
end that includes support for C++ contracts and linked against a customized
TSan version for semantic violation detection (using the command line option
-fsanitize=thread). Finally, the build process yields an executable file that is
statically linked against the modified TSan library, and that includes additional
machine instructions to evaluate CSV contract expressions. Specifically, the
TSan library has been extended with the implementation of functions declared
in csv.h, which are invoked as part of user-defined rule checking each time
a contract-annotated function is called from user code. Internally, violation
detection is performed using Lamport clocks managed by TSan.

In the following sections, we explain in detail the two main components of
CSV: the contract-based interface and the extended TSan version for verifying
the semantics stated in the contracts. Subsequently, we illustrate through a
worked example of the Boost C++ Single-Producer/Single-Consumer lock-free
queue how member functions of this data structure have been annotated using
contracts and how the semantics are checked each time these functions are called.

4.4.1 Contract-based semantics interface

The required declarations for contract-based checking of lock-free data structures
is placed in the header file csv.h, which should be included in the user code
before referencing any of its functions. Listing 4.1 shows the proposed header
file csv.h. Execution events of a given thread are represented by class event.
They are used to establish temporal relations via Lamport clocks. Execution
events are grouped in event_set objects. Both, event sets and events expose
predicate operations to check happens-before relations: happens_before() and
concurrent(). Two events are concurrent when none of them can be proven to
happen-before the other.

1The prototype implementation of this framework has been open-sourced. It is available at
https://github.com/arcosuc3m/clang-contracts/tree/CSV-src.
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#include "csv.h"
class spsc_queue {

...
spsc_queue() [[expects axiom: csv::set_union(...)

.happens_before(csv::current_event())]]
}

user code

Clang + contract support
+ ThreadSanitizer

(-fsanitize=thread)

csv.h

Linker libclang_rt.tsan-
x86_64.a (modified)

ELF binary

spsc_queue() {
if (!(csv::set_union(...)

.happens_before(current_event())))
__csv_violation_handler();

...
}

csv::set_union(...){
event_set &ret = get_reused_event_set();
auto es =

event_set_impl::get_es_private_data(ret);
...
return ret;

}

user code library code

Figure 4.2: Workflow of the CSV framework.

Accessing the current event is a key feature required for the semantic check-
ing. For this purpose, the current_event() function is used to get a reference
to the current event that can be used as part of a semantic rule.

To operate with event sets, we define a series of functions that implement
set operations (set_union() and set_intersection()). These functions take
as argument a variadic list of sets. Because sets returned by csv::set_union()
and csv::set_intersection() can be considered temporary, they are dis-
carded and reused from a pool of objects in the Thread Local Storage (TLS)
area, requiring no additional memory management. Additionally, an event_set
permits to check for emptiness (member function empty()). The previous func-
tions are enough to write complex rules that involve temporal relations.

Finally, event_set provides an operation for adding an event to a specific
set through the member function add_event(). The previous functions are
sufficient to enable user-defined concurrency constraints that can be used to
state the semantics of lock-free structures, while their implementation is part of
the TSan static library.
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# include <contract >

namespace csv {
class event_set ;
// Execution event
class event {

public :
bool happens_before ( const event_set &evs) const ;

private :
// ... private members omitted

};
// Class for handling sets of events
class event_set {

public :
event_set ();
~ event_set ();

std :: size_t size () const ;
bool empty () const { return size () == 0; }
void add_event ( const event &ev);
// Check if this event set happens - before another event or event set
bool happens_before ( const event &ev) const ;
bool happens_before ( const event_set &evs) const ;
// Check if this event set is concurrent with another event of event

set
bool concurrent ( const event &ev) const

{ return ! happens_before (ev) && !ev. happens_before (* this); }
bool concurrent ( const event_set &evs) const

{ return ! happens_before (evs) && !evs. happens_before (* this); }
private :

// ... private members omitted
};
// Get temporary reference to current event . It may be stored in a

event_set .
event & current_event ();
// Calculate set union and intersection
template <class = void >
event_set & set_union ( const event_set &, const event_set &);
template <class = void >
event_set & set_intersection ( const event_set &, const event_set &);

template <typename ... Ts >
event_set & set_union ( const event_set &a, const event_set &b, const Ts

&...u)
{ return set_union (a, set_union (b, u...)); }

template <typename ... Ts >
event_set & set_intersection ( const event_set &a, const event_set &b, const

Ts &...u)
{ return set_intersection (a, set_intersection (b, u...)); }

}
extern "C" { void __csv_violation_handler ( const std :: contract_violation &cv

); }

Listing 4.1: CSV header file.

4.4.2 TSan extension

The counterpart of the CSV framework is the extension made in the TSan li-
brary for performing semantic violation detection. Basically, this extension im-
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plements the functions declared in the csv.h header file. These functions lever-
age the TSan internals in order to access the Lamport clocks managed by the
detector. A contract-enabled C++ compiler will translate function pre-/post-
conditions to a list of machine instructions that evaluate the contract expression,
including calls to the actual CSV functions. Also, note that we have used the
convention of using the axiom level for CSV contracts; this requires additional
handling on the Clang side because axiom contracts do not generate code, as
they are not meant to be evaluated at run-time. Specifically, this is achieved
by a simple Clang plugin. Additionally, __csv_violation_handler() is used
in place of the default contract violation handler, and TSan instrumentation is
disabled for all member functions of a class marked as [[csv::checked]], as if
the __attribute__((no_sanitize("thread"))) was specified [118].

The detection of semantics violation makes use of the two aforementioned
data structures of the CSV interface: the event and the set. The event structure
contains the values of the Lamport clock related to the caller thread at a given
point in time. On the other hand, the set stores copies of previous events of
the same type. To allow for faster happen-before comparisons that involve an
event set, we cache the first and the last time point in a set. Given a set S and
that a new event E ocurrs in thread Tid, each of the vector clock components
is determined as described by Equations 4.1 and 4.2. Obviously, these values
are updated when an event is added to a set by means of the current_event()
and the add_event() functions. The former returns a reference to the current
event object, while the latter copies the current event into the specified set.
Afterwards, the happens_before() function may be used to check whether the
events in a set meet the necessary conditions by comparing the stored clocks
(see Equation 4.3).

∀i : Sfirst[i] =
{

min(Sfirst[i], E[i]) if |S| 6= 0,

E[i] if |S| = 0.
(4.1)

∀i : Slast[i] =


max(Slast[i], E[i]) if |S| 6= 0 ∧ i = Tid,

E[i] if |S| = 0,

unchaged otherwise.

(4.2)

U → V ⇐⇒ ∀i : U [i] ≤ V [i] ∧ ∃j : U [j] < V [j] (4.3)

4.5 Practical use cases
In this section we leverage the SPSC and MPMC lock-free queues from the
Boost C++ library to illustrate how their member functions are annotated with
the proposed CSV contract-based interface according to the semantics of these
structures.
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4.5.1 The SPSC lock-free queue

The first practical use case leverages the Boost C++ SPSC lock-free queue
(boost::lockfree::spsc_queue) [14]. Before annotating member class func-
tions, we first analyze the set of available functions in the data structure to
check whether the general semantics proposed in the previous section can be
used directly. According to the documentation, we find the presence of non-
thread-safe functions (such as reset) which cannot be called concurrently to
any other function. To handle such non-thread-safe functions in the general
semantics, we add the set NTS which will contain events of type n related to
such non-thread-safe function calls. With this, we can now classify the member
functions of this particular implementation as follows:

Prod = {push, write_available}
Cons = {pop, read_available, front, consume_one, consume_all}
Init = {ctor}

NTS = {reset}

Next, we extend the general SPSC semantic rules to ensure that a non-thread
safe event is not concurrent with a new production, consumption or initialization
event. This is achieved by adding the constraint ∀n ∈ NTS : n 6≈ e′ in
the requirements (Req.1), (Req.2), and (Req.3), being e′ a new production,
consumption or initialization event. For instance, requirement (Req.1) has been
updated as follows:

p′, ∀i ∈ Init, ∀p ∈ Prod, ∀n ∈ NTS :
Init 6= ∅ ∧ i → p′ ∧ p 6≈ p′ ∧ n 6≈ p′ (4.4)

Also, requirements (Req.2) and (Req.3) have been adjusted accordingly. To
complete the rule set, it is also needed to ensure that all non-thread-safe events
are not concurrent with other previous events. This constraint is defined with
the requirement (Req.4):

n′, ∀e ∈ Init ∪ Prod ∪ Cons ∪ NTS : e 6≈ n′ (Req.4)

Given the previously revised rules that encode the semantics of the Boost
C++ SPSC queue implementation, it is possible to annotate the member func-
tions using the CSV interface. Listing 4.2 shows SPSC queue class declaration
with the member functions accordingly annotated with the revised rules. Note
that the class definition has been annotated with the new attribute [[csv::checked]]
which automatically disables TSan instrumentation for member functions anno-
tated with a CSV contract as if the attribute __attribute__((no_sanitize("thr-
ead"))) was specified.

For convenience, the queue also includes the [[csv::event_sets]] attribute,
that introduces a number of identifiers. For each identifier introduced, we add
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// In header : <boost / lockfree / spsc_queue .hpp >
# include "csv.h"

template < typename T, typename ... Options >
class [[ csv :: checked ]] spsc_queue {
private :

[[ csv :: event_sets ( init_events , prod_events , cons_events , nts_events )]];
public :

...
spsc_queue (void)

[[ expects axiom:
csv :: set_union ( init_events , prod_events , cons_events , nts_events )

. happens_before (csv :: current_event ())]]
[[ csv :: add_current ( init_events )]];

bool push(T const &)
[[ expects axiom:

! init_events . empty () && init_events . happens_before (csv :: current_event
())]]

[[ expects axiom:
! prod_events . concurrent (csv :: current_event ())]]

[[ csv :: add_current ( prod_events )]];

bool pop ()
[[ expects axiom:

! init_events . empty () && init_events . happens_before (csv :: current_event
())]]

[[ expects axiom:
! cons_events . concurrent (csv :: current_event ())]]

[[ csv :: add_current ( cons_events )]];
...
void reset (void)

[[ expects axiom:
!csv :: set_union ( init_events , prod_events , cons_events , nts_events )

. concurrent (csv :: current_event ())]]
[[ csv :: add_current ( nts_events )]];

};

Listing 4.2: Boost C++ SPSC queue code with CSV annotations.

a new data member to the class of type csv::event_set. In the case of this
queue, we use four sets to keep track of init, prod, cons and nts events. New
events are added to sets either using the attribute [[csv::add_current]] or
calling the csv::add_current() function as part of a contract, which adds the
current event to the event_set specified as argument.

As observed, the push function has been annotated with a contract equiv-
alent to the semantic requirement (4.4). Similarly, the pop, init and reset
functions have also been annotated with a translation of requirements (Req.2),
(Req.3) and (Req.4), respectively. Once compiled, our modified C++ contract-
enabled Clang compiler transforms this function into the corresponding IR (see
Listing 4.3). Additionally, the above mentioned [[csv::add_current]] results
in the insertion of invocations to the corresponding add_event() member func-
tion of the corresponding set, where the result of current_event() is passed.
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4.5.2 The MPMC lock-free queue

The second practical use case employs the Boost C++ MPMC lock-free queue
(boost::lockfree::queue) [14]. Departing from the general semantics of the
MPMC queue described in a previous work [33], we have adapted the correspond-
ing rules to this specific use case. We define a single set for storing events from
thread-safe function calls, namely TS. According to the definition of MPMC
queue, this structure can be used indistinguishably by multiple producers and
consumers concurrently; thus, the single set TS is enough to store such thread-
safe events. Similar to the SPSC queue, we also encounter member functions
that are non-thread-safe. To store these events, we declare the set NTS. Fi-
nally, we define the Init set for events related to the class constructor. This set
will allow to check whether the queue is properly initialized before its use. With
this, we can classify the MPMC queue member functions as follows:

TS = {pop, reserve, consume_one, consume_all, push, bounded_push, empty}
NTS = {unsynchronized_pop, unsynchronized_push, reserve_unsafe}
Init = {ctor}

Next, we define the following semantic requirements that are checked each
time a new thread-safe, non-thread-safe or initialization event occurs. (Req.5)
ensures that a new thread-safe event (s′) is not executed concurrently with
previous non-thread-safe event. Similarly, Req.6 checks whether a new non-
thread-safe event (n′) is not executed concurrently with any other events. Both
(Req.5) and (Req.6) also guarantee that the queue is properly initialized before
its use.

s′, ∀i ∈ Init, ∀n ∈ NTS : Init 6= ∅ ∧ i → s′ ∧ n 6≈ s′ (Req.5)

n′, ∀i ∈ Init, ∀e ∈ TS ∪NTS : Init 6= ∅ ∧ i → n′ ∧ e 6≈ n′ (Req.6)

Finally, Req.7 checks whether initialization events are not executed concur-
rently with any other previous operation performed over the same queue.

i′, ∀e ∈ Init ∪ NTS ∪ TS : e 6≈ i′ (Req.7)

Similar to the CSV annotations performed on the SPSC queue code in Sec-
tion 4.5.1, the Boost C++ MPMC queue member functions have been accord-
ingly annotated following the requirements stated in (Req.5), (Req.6) and (Req.7)
for experimental evaluation. However, we do not show the MPMC queue code
as the contract annotations result straightforward having defined the formal se-
mantic rules.

4.6 Evaluation
In this section, we perform an evaluation of the proposed framework for seman-
tics checking using the previous lock-free SPSC and MPMC queues as uses cases.
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In the following paragraphs, we give a detailed description of the lock-free struc-
ture, software and target platform used for the evaluation.

Lock-free structures. We leverage the SPSC queue, the Multiple-Producer/-
Multiple-Consumer (MPMC) queue and the Stack lock-free data structures
from the Boost C++ library v1.54.0 [50].

Software. The compiler used is a fork of Clang v6.0.0 that includes support
for C++ contracts, as described earlier in this chapter.2 The software
distribution includes the runtime libraries (compiler-rt) in its Subversion
revision 314968, with support for the ThreadSanitizer data race detector.

Target platform. The evaluation has been carried out on a server platform
comprised of 2× Intel Xeon Ivy Bridge E5-2695 v2 with a total of 24 cores
running at 2.40 GHz, 30 MB of L3 cache and 128 GB of DDR3 RAM. The
OS used is Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS with the Linux kernel 3.13.0-57.

The methodology used to evaluate the CSV framework consists in analyzing
the relative decrease in false positives/negatives using the semantics handled
by CSV with respect to the original TSan race detection mechanisms. In the
following two sections we perform the analysis using a series of synthetic parallel
benchmarks which make use of the member functions of the aforementioned
lock-free structures.

4.6.1 Accuracy on synthetic benchmarks

To evaluate the accuracy of our CSV framework we have implemented a collection
of benchmarks that either make a correct use or violate a specific semantic rule of
both Boost C++ lock-free data structures: the SPSC and the MPMC queues.
For the SPSC queue, we have included an additional benchmark in which two
producers and one consumer thread perform the respective push and pop calls.
This benchmark is tested under two different scenarios: (i) lock-protected, in
which both producers and the consumer wrap the respective push and pop calls
into a common lock for protecting queue accesses; and (ii) producer-protected,
in which only the producer threads protect the corresponding push calls within
the same lock.

Figure 4.3 shows the TSan warning reports classified as data races, false pos-
itives and the semantic violations detected by CSV. As observed, TSan reports
data races in all lock-free scenarios. This basically occurs because TSan is not
aware of the lock-free semantics of these queues, where the buffer is indexed us-
ing atomic pointers. For instance, in the correct use scenario of the SPSC queue,
TSan reports multiple warnings of potential data races when producer(s)/con-
sumer(s) are concurrently pushing/popping elements. However, those warning

2Our fork of Clang v6.0.0, supporting C++ contracts can be downloaded at https://
github.com/arcosuc3m/clang-contracts/.
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are not actual data races, since the correctness of the SPSC lock-free queue has
already been proven [71, 50]. In the same way, when we misuse the SPSC queue
by introducing multiple producers/consumers or by using non-thread-safe op-
erations concurrently, TSan reports actual data races. However, it also reports
data race warnings that do not violate any of the queue semantics (false pos-
itives). Focusing on the lock-protected scenario, where all queue operations lie
on a critical section governed by a shared lock, TSan is able to detect the inher-
ent synchronizations performed by the locks and does not report any data race.
However, in the producer-protected scenario, where only producer threads pro-
tect the queue accesses, TSan reports false positives when a producer accesses
the queue concurrently with the consumer thread.
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Figure 4.3: Evaluation of the synthetic benchmarks using TSan and CSV.

Also, we measured the run time for the previous SPSC queue scenarios. As
can be seen in Figure 4.4, the results attained by CSV and TSan are similar,
showing that the overhead of the proposed technique is negligible compared to
the stand-alone TSan execution time.
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Figure 4.4: Run times for TSan and CSV in the Boost lock-free SPSC use case.

While stand-alone TSan focuses on the internal synchronizations, CSV only
reports warnings if the user-specified concurrency constraints are violated. In
this sense, CSV complements TSan behavior and helps to reduce the number of
reported false-positives in the annotated member functions of a class, which in
turn eases the debugging task of large programs. As can be seen in Figure 4.5,
it provides users with more meaningful traces that include the failed check.
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==================
WARNING: CSV: rule violation at .../spsc_queue.hpp:854

‘!prod_events.concurrent(csv::current_event())‘

Stack trace:
#0 __csv_violation_handler /home/.../tsan/rtl/tsan_csv.cc:45

(+0x4915f0)
#1 boost::lockfree::spsc_queue<T>::push(T) <null> (+0x4b8f99)
#2 std::thread::_State_impl<std::_Bind_simple<main::$_1 ()>

>::_M_run() <null> (+0x4b8c4d)
#3 <null> <null> (libstdc++.so.6+0x9121e)

==================

Figure 4.5: A typical CSV warning for boost::lockfree:spsc_queue.

4.6.2 Analysis of representative benchmark executions

In this section, we extend the previous analysis with three representative ex-
ecution sequences of SPSC queues in order to gain insight into the violation
detection process during correct and invalid situations under the lock-free and
lock-protected scenarios.

Table 4.1a illustrates a correct execution sequence using a lock-free SPSC
queue in the lock-free scenario. This table is organized as follows: (i) column
Time represents the instant of time i in which the events happen; (ii) column
Event detail the actions performed by the different threads using the queue;
(iii) columns Init, Prod and Cons stand for the set of past events related
to methods invocations; (iv) columns (Req.1)–(Req.3) show how the semantic
requirements are applied; and (v) columns TSan and CSV indicate if these tools
produced false positive (FP) or missed a potential error (FN). In this example,
3 different threads alternate their roles during the queue lifetime, however, at
a given point in time, only a producer and a consumer coexist. For instance,
in t3, t4, t5 and t8 TSan reports data race warnings when in fact the semantic
rules are satisfied at any time. Also, in t7 TSan emits a false positive, while the
happen-before relation between T1 and T3 in t6 prevents this warning from being
an actual race. On the contrary, using CSV, no data race warnings are emitted,
as the semantics of the queue are always met.

On the other hand, Table 4.1b shows another execution sequence using a
SPSC queue under the same scenario but in a wrong way: (Req.1), (Req.2),
and (Req.3) are violated. First, (Req.1) is not met in t0, since T1 uses the queue
before having initialized it. Next, (Req.1) is also violated in t4, as T2 produces
an element concurrently with the previous production event. Besides, (Req.2)
is violated in t6: T2 and T3 are performing pop operations concurrently, leading
to undefined behavior. (Req.3) is as well not satisfied in t7, considering that
the initialization event i2, performed by T1, has not happened after the previous
production and consumption events, so the state of the queue at this point is
inconsistent and may differ among executions. Specifically, TSan is not able to
encounter potential errors in t0 and t7 and reports wrong race warnings in t5
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Table 4.1: Representative execution sequences of SPSC queues with semantic
violation detection.

(a) Correct use of a SPSC queue under the lock-free scenario.
Time Event Init Prod Cons (Req.1) (Req.2) (Req.3) TSan CSV

t0 i1 = T1 calls to init {} {} {} - - -
t1 T1 creates T2
t2 p1 = T1 calls to push {i1} {} {} i1 → p1 - -
t3 c1 = T2 calls to pop {i1} {p1} {} - i1 → c1 - FP
t4 p2 = T1 calls to push {i1} {p1} {c1} i1 → p2 ∧ p1 6≈ p2 - - FP
t5 c2 = T2 calls to pop {i1} {p1, p2} {c1} - i1 → c2 ∧ c1 6≈ c2 - FP
t6 T1 creates T3
t7 p3 = T3 calls to push {i1} {p1, p2} {c1, c2} i1 → p3 ∧ {p1, p2} 6≈ p3 - - FP
t8 c3 = T2 calls to pop {i1} {p1, p2, p3} {c1, c2} - i1 → c3 ∧ {c1, c2} 6≈ c3 - FP

(b) Invalid use of a SPSC queue under the lock-free scenario.
Time Event Init Prod Cons (Req.1) (Req.2) (Req.3) TSan CSV

t0 c1 = T1 calls to pop {} {} {} Init = ∅ - - FN
t1 i1 = T1 calls to init {} {} {c1} - - c1 6≈ i1
t2 T1 creates T2
t3 p1 = T1 calls to push {i1} {} {c1} i1 → p1 - -
t4 p2 = T2 calls to push {i1} {p1} {c1} p1 ≈ p2 - -
t5 c2 = T1 calls to pop {i1} {p1, p2} {c1} - i1 → c2 ∧ c1 6≈ c2 - FP
t6 c3 = T2 calls to pop {i1} {p1, p2} {c1, c2} - c2 ≈ c3 - FP∗
t7 i2 = T1 calls to init {i1} {p1, p2} {c1, c2, c3} - - p2 ≈ i2 ∧ c3 ≈ i2 FN

(c) Invalid use of a SPSC queue under the lock-protected scenario.
Time Event Init Prod Cons (Req.1) (Req.2) (Req.3) TSan CSV

t0 T1 creates T2
t1 c1 = T1 locked call to pop {} {} {} Init = ∅ - - FN FN∗
t2 i1 = T2 locked call to init {} {} {c1} - - c1 6≈ i1
t3 p1 = T1 locked call to push {i1} {} {c1} i1 → p1 - - FN FN∗
t4 c2 = T2 locked call to pop {i1} {p1} {c1} - i1 → c2 ∧ c1 6≈ c2 -
t5 c3 = T1 locked call to pop {i1} {p1} {c1, c2} - i1 → c3 ∧ {c1, c2} 6≈ c3 - FN FN∗
t6 i2 = T2 locked call to init {i1} {p1} {c1, c2, c3} - - {i1, p1, c1, c2, c3} 6≈ i2
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and t6, given the pair of calls at these time points. In contrast, CSV correctly
reports errors in t0, t4, t6 and t7.

The last execution sequence in Table 4.1c is also a wrong use of the SPSC
queue under the lock-protected scenario, where all the calls are made after a
shared lock has been acquired. In this case, TSan does not emit any warning as
all accesses are serialized, i.e. at t1, t3 and t5 the proposed semantics may be
violated, since locks do not guarantee any specific ordering and push/pop calls
could be executed before the first call to init. For the same reason, CSV may
detect errors in t1, t3 and t5

1.

4.7 Summary
While data race detectors aid in identifying races in parallel applications, few of
them are aware of the semantics of lock-free data structures; thus, they may emit
false positive warnings that could hide real data races. Similarly, an application
free of warning race reports does not entail that its internal data structures have
been properly used. In this chapter, we introduced CSV, a tool built on top of
TSan that enables the annotation and run time checking of semantics of lock-free
data structures using C++ contracts. This framework makes use of a modified
Clang compiler that adds support for C++ contracts, and a custom version of
the TSan race detector in order to support a contract-based syntax that allows
checking of user-defined semantics at run time. Although this framework has
been implemented within the TSan detector, it would be possible to port it to
other data race detectors from the state-of-the-art, such as CDSchecker [99] or
RCMC [70].

We demonstrated the benefits of CSV with respect to the stand-alone TSan
detector and compared the detection accuracy using the Boost C++ SPSC and
MPMC lock-free queues as use cases. Basically, CSV provides two main fea-
tures: (i) to filter misleading data race reports (false positives); and (ii) to
detect violations of the semantics of lock-free data structures. Assuming that
the implementation of the data structure is correct, CSV replaces TSan low-level
reports by more meaningful traces that include the violated expression. Also,
given the high-level syntax used by CSV, it may be used to state concurrency
constraints on paralell code, as long as those constraints can be formalized.

1It may fail detecting a violation (depending on the execution order).
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define void @boost :: lockfree :: spsc_queue :: ctor (% this) {
%union = invoke @csv :: set_union (% init_events , % prod_events , % cons_events ,

% nts_events )
% current = invoke @csv :: current_event ()
%HB = invoke @csv :: event_set :: happens_before (% union , % current )
br i1 %HB , label %ok , label %fail

fail:
invoke @__csv_contract_violation ()

ok:
invoke @csv :: event_set :: add_event (% init_events , % current )
; ...

}
define void @boost :: lockfree :: spsc_queue :: push (% this) {

%empty = invoke @csv :: event_set :: empty (% init_events )
br i1 %empty , label %fail , label %l0

l0:
% current = invoke @csv :: current_event ()
%HB = invoke @csv :: event_set :: happens_before (% init_events , % current )
br i1 %HB , label %l1 , label %fail

l1:
% concurr = invoke @csv :: event_set :: concurrent (% prod_events , % current )
br i1 %concurr , label %fail , label %ok

fail:
invoke @__csv_contract_violation ()

ok:
invoke @csv :: event_set :: add_event (% prod_events , % current )
; ...

}
define void @boost :: lockfree :: spsc_queue :: pop (% this) {

; similar to ’boost :: lockfree :: spsc_queue :: push () ’, but using cons_events
; ...

}
define void @boost :: lockfree :: spsc_queue :: reset (% this) {

%union = invoke @csv :: set_union (% init_events , % prod_events , % cons_events ,
% nts_events )

% current = invoke @csv :: current_event ()
% concurr = invoke @csv :: event_set :: concurrent (% union , % current )
br i1 %concurr , label %fail , label %ok

fail:
invoke @__csv_contract_violation ()

ok:
invoke @csv :: event_set :: add_event (% nts_events , % current )
; ...

}

Listing 4.3: Boost C++ SPSC queue simplified LLVM IR code.
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/ Chapter 5

Parallel pattern interface
extensions for distributed
architectures

Scientific experiments, ranging from particle accelerators to sensor networks,
are currently generating large volumes of streaming data that sometimes has
to be processed in near real-time. A number of developers rely on C/C++
for performance reasons, however, several challenges have been identified in the
high performance computing (HPC) domain in regards to handling the require-
ments of high throughput and low latency of data stream processing applica-
tions (DaSP) [45]. These challenges include the development of new, scalable
and efficient streaming algorithms, programming models, languages and runtime
systems for this type of applications. This requires considerable investment
in the DaSP software stack to accomodate the increasing volume of streaming
data [66].

In general, the computing resource demands of this kind of applications imply
that they will execute on multiple shared-memory multi-core nodes. To that end,
the de facto programming models for distributed- and shared-memory platforms
are, respectively, the MPI [54] and OpenMP [21] interfaces, which can be used in
conjunction to enable hybrid parallelism. Regardless of their efficiency, both ex-
pose low-level interfaces that demand considerable expertise on the application
and system domains to fine-tune the target application [20]. An attempt to pro-
vide higher-level abstractions is made by pattern-based programming models,
which encapsulate algorithmic aspects following a “building blocks” approach.
Parallel patterns are an alternative to implement robust, readable and portable
solutions, hiding the internal complexity of the underlying concurrency mecha-
nisms, synchronizations or data sharing [86]. In this respect, some pattern-based
interfaces and libraries from the state-of-the-art, e.g. FastFlow [81], Muesli [24]
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or SkePU 2 [38], already support clusters of multi-core machines and make use
of scheduling algorithms to improve load balancing among nodes.

In this chapter, we extend an existing C++ parallel-pattern library (GrPPI) [113]
with a new MPI back-end, enabling the execution of some streaming patterns on
distributed platforms. The GrPPI layer exposes a unified interface for parallel
patterns on top of existing pattern-based frameworks or scheduling primitives,
e.g. threads. This allows users to write applications that are independent of
the parallel programming framework used underneath, resulting in portable and
readable source code. The MPI back-end introduced in this chapter supports
the distributed and hybrid execution of the Pipeline and Farm patterns, two
stream-oriented patterns that permit the execution of user-defined operators
in series (Pipeline) or in parallel (Farm). In this case, operators only have data
item dependencies with the previous operators. Hybrid scenarios are supported
using an intra-node shared-memory execution policy that if needed, is used to
run multiple Pipeline or Farm operators inside an MPI process using OpenMP,
C++ Threads or Intel TBB.

Specifically, Sections 5.1 and 5.2 give an overview of stream patterns and dis-
cuss the GrPPI library, respectively; Section 5.3 describes the MPI queues used
to communicate diferent operators; Section 5.4 describes the user interface of the
new MPI back-end and the algorithm that distributes operators among different
processes; Section 5.5 evaluates both, the performance of a stream-processing
application under different distributed and hybrid configurations, and the inter-
face usability; finally, Section 5.6 provides a summary of the contribution in this
chapter.

Parts of this chapter have been published in the following journal paper:

• Javier López-Gómez, Javier Fernández Muñoz, David del Rio Astorga,
Manuel F. Dolz, J. Daniel García. Exploring stream parallel patterns in
distributed MPI environments. Parallel Computing, Volume 84, 2019,
Pages 24–36.

5.1 Streaming parallel patterns

In general, DaSP applications can be seen as data-flows in the form of directed
acyclic graphs (DAG), where the root nodes (producers) receive items from some
given input stream, intermediate nodes perform some kind of operation on them,
and leaf nodes (consumers) dump processed items onto an output stream. To
accelerate these applications, the nodes, or operators, can be executed in parallel
as long as data item dependencies are preserved. A common and simple DAG
construction in DaSP is the Pipeline pattern [84, 86], where the operators in a
topological sort have data item dependencies only with the previous operator.
Another common construction is the Farm pattern [84, 108], where an operator
is replicated n times to increase its throughput, so multiple stream items can be
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computed in parallel. The formal definitions of the Pipeline and Farm patterns
are the following:

Pipeline This pattern processes items appearing on the input stream in sev-
eral parallel stages. Each stage of this pattern processes data produced
by the previous stage in the pipe and delivers results to the next one.
Provided that the i-th stage in a n-staged Pipeline computes the function
fi : α→ β, the Pipeline delivers the item xi to the output stream applying
the function fn(fn−1(. . . f1(xi) . . .)). The main requirement is that those
functions should have no data dependecies among them, i.e., they can be
computed in parallel without side effects. The parallel implementation of
this pattern is performed using a set of concurrent entities, each of them
taking care of a single stage. Figure 5.1a shows the Pipeline diagram.

Farm This pattern computes in parallel the function f : α → β over all the
items appearing in the input stream. Thus, for each item xi on the input
stream the Farm pattern delivers an item to the output stream as f(xi).
In this pattern, the computations performed by the function for the input
stream items should be completely independent of each other, otherwise, it
cannot be processed in parallel. Thus, the function f can be computed in
parallel by the different concurrent entities. Figure 5.1b depicts the Farm
diagram.

As stated, these patterns can be composed among them to model the data-
flow of a given application. Basically, the compositions supported between the
Pipeline and Farm patterns are those in which the Pipeline stages can be paral-
lelized individually using the Farm pattern. Thus, if a Pipeline stage corresponds
with a pure function, this can be computed in parallel following a Farm construc-
tion. Throughout this chapter, we denote the sequential stages of a Pipeline with
“p”, the Farm stages with “f” and the communication between two stages with
the symbol “|”. For instance, a Pipeline comprised of 4 stages, where the second
and the third are Farm stages, is represented by “(p|f|f|p)”.

5.2 GrPPI, a generic parallel pattern interface

Regarding the parallel pattern interface, we have leveraged GrPPI, a generic
and reusable parallel pattern C++ template library [113]. This interface makes
use of modern C++ features, metaprogramming concepts, and generic program-
ming to act as a switch between the OpenMP, C++ threads, and Intel TBB
parallel programming models. Its design allows users to take advantage of the
aforementioned execution frameworks in a single and compact interface, hiding
the complexity implied by the direct use of concurrency mechanisms. Further-
more, the modularity of GrPPI enables the accommodation of new patterns,
while combining them to arrange more complex constructions. Also, it allows the
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(a) Pipeline pattern. (b) Farm pattern.

P0 P1 Pn

F0

F1

...

F2

Figure 5.1: Pipeline and Farm pattern diagrams.

integration of new execution policies based on distributed and shared-memory
programming models. Thanks to this properties, GrPPI can be used to imple-
ment a wide range of existing stream-processing and data-intensive applications
with relatively small efforts, having as a result portable codes that can be exe-
cuted on multiple platforms. Figure 5.2 depicts the general view of the GrPPI
library.

GRPPI

Pipeline Divide & Conquer Map

C++ threads OpenMP Intel TBB . . .

User application

Figure 5.2: GrPPI architecture.

In general, the addition of a new GrPPI back-end requires to implement
both, an execution policy and the corresponding communication queues used
for transfering elements among operators. Currently, all the GrPPI back-ends
leverage shared-memory paralellism, meaning that the communication queues
only work within the same node. We aim to implement a new distributed back-
end, that leverages shared-memory queues for intra-node parallelism, while using
distributed queues for inter-node communication.

Listing 5.3 shows both Pipeline and Farm GrPPI C++ pattern prototypes.
Note the use of templates with simple and variadic (parameter pack) parame-
ters, allowing to pass any callable object (e.g., a functor or lambda expression)
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for the pattern operators. Note as well that the first parameter indicates the
execution policy that shall be used to execute the operators.

(a) Pipeline pattern.
template <typename E, typename G, typename ... O>
void pipeline (E execution_policy , G && generator , O &&

... operators );

(b) Farm pattern.
template <typename O>
void farm(int num_replicas , O && operator );

Figure 5.3: Pipeline and Farm GrPPI pattern interfaces.

5.3 MPI communication queues
Communication channels are fundamental in distributed DaSP applications. For
instance, a stream operator running on a node needs to receive items from
the previous operator mapped on another node, perform some computation on
them, and send them to the next operator. Thus, to enable stream parallelism
across nodes in our new MPI execution policy, we made use of communication
channels in the form of First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queues.

Given that MPI does not natively support distributed queues, we propose
two different implementations: (i) based on one-sided MPI primitives, e.g.
MPI_Compare_and_swap or MPI_Get calls; and (ii) two-sided MPI calls, such as
MPI_Send or MPI_Recv. These queues encapsulate the communications among
MPI processes running stream operators. Therefore, a parallel pattern imple-
mentation only makes use of the queue public interface, e.g., the MPI queue
producer side calls push in order to enqueue an item which should be sent to
the next operator; the consumer side calls pop to dequeue and receive an item
from the previous operator. As part of the queue initialization stage, members
are allowed to join either as a producer or as a consumer. Regardless of the con-
sumer/producer role and depending on the specific implementation of a queue,
a process may assume other additional roles, e.g. controller, etc, as described in
Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 below.

Considering the possible arrangements between the Pipeline and Farm GrPPI
patterns, we identify four different communication scenarios:

• Single-Producer, Single-Consumer (SPSC): two consecutive Pipeline stages
(p|p).

• Single-Producer, Multiple-Consumer (SPMC): a Pipeline stage to a set of
Farm replicas (p|f).
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• Multiple-Producer, Single-Consumer (MPSC): a set of Farm replicas to a
Pipeline stage (f|p).

• Multiple-Producer, Multiple-Consumer (MPMC): a set Farm replicas to
another set of Farm replicas (f|f).

Internally, these queues call to the corresponding MPI primitives depend-
ing on the selected communication mode; for two-sided we use MPI_Send and
MPI_Recv, while for one-sided we call Remote Memory Access (RMA) functions
such as MPI_Get and MPI_Put. It is important to remark that both implemen-
tations leverage the Boost Serialization C++ library so as to serialize and de-
serialize objects.1 In this regard, queues can be adapted for any data type by
implementing the corresponding save and load functions. In the following sec-
tions, we explain in detail the implementation of these communication modes in
our MPI distributed queues.

5.3.1 Two-sided communication queues

As mentioned, the two-sided communication mode is implemented on top of
send and receive MPI primitives, using the MPI interface provided by the
Boost-MPI library [53]. To illustrate the behaviour of this queue, left-hand
side of Figures 5.4a and 5.4b show, respectively, the queue diagrams in the
SPSC and MPMC scenarios.2 As shown in the MPMC queue producer side,
the queue creates a controller thread per producer process (T0,1) in order to
overlap communications with the operator computations; this thread is respon-
sible for sending requested items to a given consumer. Queue initialization also
creates an orchestrator thread, which is responsible for managing the queue by
keeping track of the items available in each producer and forwarding consumer
item requests to a given producer. For the SPSC queue, however, since the pro-
ducer and consumer processes are known in advance, the communications can be
overlapped with computations by directly using MPI asynchronous send/receive
primitives. Therefore, no controller threads in the producer side are needed to
manage the queue when dealing with SPSC scenarios.

To implement the aforementioned behavior, both producer and consumer
MPI queue sides communicate following a specific protocol depending on the
queue scenario (see right-hand side Figures 5.4a and 5.4b for SPSC and MPMC,
respectively). This communication protocol is comprised of the three following
phases:

Configuration phase: The goal of this phase is to determine whether the
queue should be run in SPSC or MPMC mode. If there exist only one

1https://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_66_0/libs/serialization/doc/archives.html
2For this, the SPMC and MPSC scenarios are implemented using the MPMC queue mode,

as these can be seen as a particular case of MPMC.
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(a) SPSC queue diagram and communication protocol.
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(b) MPMC queue diagram and communication protocol.
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Figure 5.4: SPSC and MPMC two-side queues for the MPI execution policy.

producer and one consumer, then the queue is configured as SPSC; oth-
erwise, it is set as MPMC. At the beginning of this phase, both produc-
ers and consumers initialize their queue sides according to the operator
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type (Pipeline stage or Farm replica). From this point on, all processes
exchange different configuration messages with the orchestrator process
so as to select the queue mode. First, the consumers and producers send
the respective messages reg_recv<id, type> and reg_send<id> for reg-
istering themselves to the orchestrator. Additionally, consumers indicate
the orchestrator their type, i.e. Pipeline stage or Farm replica. Next, the
orchestrator configures the queue as SPSC or MPMC depending on the
number of registered consumers and producers, and communicate them the
acknowledged queue scenario (ack<mode>). Finally, producer processes
launch the corresponding controller threads if the queue is configured as
MPMC.

Communication phase: A different communication protocol is used depend-
ing on the queue mode. If the queue is configured as SPSC, the producer
process asynchronously sends items to the consumer. Otherwise, if the
queue is set to MPMC mode, the orchestrator thread waits for messages
coming from producers and consumers. Producers send notify_item<id>
messages to inform about a new available item, while consumers send
item_req<id> to ask the orchestrator for an item. When the orchestrator
receives a new request, it serves the item directly or forwards the request
to another producer, following the same order in which the producer no-
tifications arrived.

Termination phase: Similar to the previous phase, a different finalization pro-
tocol is used depending on the queue mode. For the SPSC mode, as soon
as the producer finishes its operation, it sends the end-of-stream (EOS)
message to the consumer. On the contrary, for the MPMC mode, the
orchestrator waits for EOS messages from all producers, including its own
termination item. When this happens, the orchestrator sends to each of
the consumers the EOS message to finalize the communication.

The previous queue design allows stream operators that run as part of MPI
processes to transmit items according to the stream flow dictated by a concrete
Pipeline construction, which can be composed of different Farm patterns. Note
that if a process uses multiple queue instances simultaneously, MPI tags, instead
of multiple communicators, are used to reference each of them.

5.3.2 One-sided communication queues

To support the one-sided communication mode we use RMA MPI calls. In par-
ticular, we leverage the MPI_Fetch_and_op, MPI_Compare_and_swap, MPI_Get
and MPI_Put primitives. This type of communication, also known as one-sided,
was introduced in the MPI-2 standard; in this mode, only one process is actively
involved in a data transfer [55]. Specifically, one-sided communication allows a
process (origin) to read/write memory of a target process. For physical layers
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that support RDMA, e.g. Infiniband, the target process does not need to inter-
vene during the communication. This fact benefits our distributed queue as a
consumer is able to fetch a new item directly from the memory of a producer.
Note that, in this case, we employ the MPI C API since the Boost-MPI library
does not provide support for one-sided operations3.
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Figure 5.5: MPMC one-side queue schema.

To communicate data items among stream operators, we leverage MPI win-
dows for two different purposes: data and control. Figure 5.5 depicts the gen-
eral schema of a one-sided communication queue and the use of such windows.
As can be seen, producers use data windows to store the serialized data (items)
which are transmitted through the nodes executing consecutive stream opera-
tors. Alternatively, control windows are used to keep track of the data window
head and tail pointers. Specifically, the process acting as the queue controller
stores a circular list of (rank, offset, length) tuples to describe available data
in one of the producers; these tuples are referred to as item_lock. Each time a
data item becomes available in a producer, it is annotated in the list. When a
consumer requests a new element, it retrieves the first tuple in the list and reads
length bytes, starting at offset from the data window of the process with rank
rank.

3To facilitate its reuse, our prototype implementation of the MPI one-sided MPMC queue is
publicly available under the terms of the GNU/GPL license at https://github.com/jalopezg-
uc3m/MPI_mpmc-queue/.
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Control windows also store two bitmaps which are used to annotate the
waiting producers and consumers that cannot introduce or consume an element
because their queue is already full or empty. In these cases, when a producer
or a consumer cannot push/pop an element from the queue, it is annotated
as a waiting process in the bitmap, blocking the process on a receive primi-
tive. Afterwards, when an item is consumed (or new data becomes available),
the consumer (or producer) will send a wake-up message to one of the waiting
processes to notify that the queue is ready. This technique avoids unnecessary
communications to repeatedly check if new items can be consumed or produced.

Additionally, the memory layout for the control window must be carefully
designed due to the access alignment requirements of hardware RDMA, which
is crucial for Infiniband-like transports. As shown in Figure 5.6, control data
that is typically accessed together, e.g. the internal_pwrite—pread pair,
is kept contiguous and aligned to a 64-bit boundary in the control window;
this guarantees atomic access where required. Atomic read access to a pair of
integers is achieved via an MPI_Fetch_and_op() call using the MPI_2INT data
type and the MPI_NO_OP operator. Note that the internal_pwrite pointer is
incremented at the beginning of a write operation to signal space reservation.
Similarly, internal_pread is incremented at the beginning of a read operation
and indicates that an item is being read, but space cannot yet be reused. In
this regard, both are required to reserve a memory region, while not blocking
subsequent read/write operations. Note that MPI_T_BITMAP refers to a new MPI
datatype that groups many contiguous MPI_INT copies; this data type is used
to atomically fetch a copy of a bitmap.

data_internal_pwrite data_pread

data_internal_pread data_pwrite

meta_internal_pwrite meta_pread

meta_internal_pread meta_pwrite

prod_count . . .

...

0 32 64 n − th bit

Data queue pointers

Metadata
queue pointers

Bitmap section
(variable length)

Producer
count

Figure 5.6: One-sided queue control window memory layout.

To enable the one-sided model, we have defined a protocol allowing to in-
stantiate queues and create the necessary memory windows. This protocol is
comprised of the three following phases:

Initialization phase: The current design requires a per-queue MPI communi-
cator. In this regard, the initialization stage starts by generating the cor-
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(a) Producer-side communication protocol.
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(b) Consumer-side communication protocol.
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Figure 5.7: MPMC one-side queues for the MPI execution policy.
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responding communicators for the processes involved in sending/receiving
items to/from a queue. To this end, each of the processes constructs
a bitmap in which each bit indicates whether a particular queue is ref-
erenced. A queue is referenced if the process uses it either for produc-
ing (sending) or consuming (receiving) items. These bitmaps are shared
among all the processes using the MPI_Allgather primitive. Next, all the
processes involved in a queue call the MPI_Comm_create_group function
providing a group generated using the received bitmaps. Finally, the pro-
cesses involved in this new communicator initialize their respective win-
dows using the collective MPI primitive MPI_Win_create. Note that this
call becomes a barrier for a given communicator.

Communication phase: Once the queue is initialized, it can start commu-
nicating elements from/to multiple producers/consumers. Figure 5.7 il-
lustrates two examples of communication from both the producer and
consumer side. The first step for a producer to store a new data item is
to check whether the data window has some space left. If the window is
full, the producer sets the bit corresponding to its rank in the controller
(producer-wait bitmap) and waits until receiving a message indicating that
a consumer obtained an item from its data window. Afterwards, the pro-
ducer may try to introduce a new data item in its internal data queue. If
the queue is not full, the producer stores the data item in such queue and
tries to introduce the tuple corresponding to the location of the item in
the metadata queue (at the controller). Similarly to introducing the item
in the data queue, the producer checks whether the metadata queue is
full. This way, after introducing the location in the metadata queue, the
item becomes available for the consumer processes. Finally, the producer
checks the consumer-wait bitmap and sends a wake up message to one of
the waiting consumers, if any.

With regards to the consumer process (see Figure 5.7b), the first step is
to obtain an item location from the metadata queue. When the queue is
empty, the consumer sets its corresponding bit in the consumer bitmap
(stored in the controller) and waits for a wake up message from a pro-
ducer. After receiving the message, the consumer process tries to obtain
an item location. If the consumer is able to obtain a data location from
the queue, it will try to read the corresponding data from the data window
of the process that stores the item. Finally, this process selects a waiting
producer to send a wake-up message, if any.

Finalization phase: Finally, to control the end of the stream, the controller
process exposes an atomic counter of producers that have not generated
the end-of-stream item yet. A producer that reaches the end-of-stream
atomically decrements this counter and sends the end-of-stream message
to all of the consumers if there are no other producers left, i.e., the counter
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value became 0. After all the consumers receive this message, the queue
object may be destroyed. As part of the destructor, RMA windows are
deallocated using the MPI_Win_free primitive. MPI_Win_free is a collec-
tive call that acts as a barrier, so producers memory will not be released
until all the involved processes call the queue destructor.

In general, the one-sided MPI queue mode avoids the use of the send/receive
primitives, as the consumers have access to the memory window exposed by the
producers where data items reside. Also, the queue described in this section
avoids the use of the orchestrator thread used in the two-sided mode. However,
to fully take advantage of its potential, a network with RDMA support is re-
quired. Also, for multi-threaded stream operators, the memory window cannot
be opened/accessed by multiple threads simultaneously, turning hybrid (dis-
tributed + shared-memory) scenarios more difficult to implement and requiring
the use of synchronization primitives (locks). This is a current limitation of
OpenMPI, which does not support multi-thread MPI (MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE)
in conjunction with RMA over pt2pt transport. However, this is not a prob-
lem for the two-sided queue, where the use of MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE, tags, and
group communicators simplifies the internal implementation of the distributed
MPMC queue and the programmability of multi-threaded stream operators.

It is important to remark that while this section focuses on the pure MPI-
one-sided queue implementation, the presented queue data structure could be
adapted and reimplemented to use other distributed programming models, such
as PGAS or hybrid PGAS+MPI. According to some existing evaluations of
OpenSHMEM vs MPI-3 [64, 58], OpenSHMEM vendor-specific implementations
are still able to deliver better performance on RDMA-enabled networks. There-
fore, a natural evolution of this queue would be its porting to the PGAS(+MPI)
environment using, e.g., the Mellanox-ScalableSHMEM or MVAPICH2-X li-
braries. Nevetherless, we leave this task as part of future work, where a po-
tential PGAS+MPI GrPPI back-end would be proposed.

5.4 The GrPPI MPI execution policy

As previously stated, the goal of GrPPI is to accommodate a layer of paral-
lel patterns between developers and existing parallel programming frameworks.
So far, GrPPI only supports shared-memory execution policies, such as C++
Threads, OpenMP and Intel TBB. To extend GrPPI in order to support dis-
tributed platforms, we have incorporated the MPI execution policy which, at
this moment, allows users to execute the Pipeline and Farm stream patterns on
multi-core clusters. In this section, we describe in detail the basic elements of
the MPI execution policy: the user interface and mapping algorithm.
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5.4.1 User interface

In GrPPI, each execution policy is implemented by a C++ class which con-
tains backend-specific pattern implementations along with the required config-
uration parameters. In this line, we need to provide a new class for the MPI
execution policy. Basically, GrPPI patterns are overloaded with a different im-
plementation for each of the available execution policies. Thus, when the user
code is compiled, the specific pattern implementation is selected depending on
the execution policy passed as argument (see the execution_policy parameter
in the Pipeline interface in Figure 5.3). Listing 5.1 shows an excerpt of the MPI
execution policy class.

As observed, the execution policy constructors receive the program argu-
ments directly. Additionally, the second argument determine the preferred com-
munication mode using an enumerate that can take the values one_sided or
two_sided. To support hybrid scenarios, both constructors can additionally
receive a local shared-memory execution policy. This local policy will be used
to run multiple Pipeline stages/Farm replicas (also referred to as stream opera-
tors) inside the same process. Therefore, operators assigned to the same process
will be executed sequentially or parallelized depending on the selected shared-
memory execution policy.

template < typename LocalPolicy = parallel_execution_native >
class parallel_execution_mpi {

...
public :

parallel_execution_mpi (int argc , char ** argv ,
CommMode comm_mode = one_sided ,
LocalPolicy local_exec_policy =

parallel_execution_native {});
parallel_execution_mpi (

CommMode comm_mode = one_sided ,
LocalPolicy local_exec_policy =

parallel_execution_native {});

void set_grouping_granularity (int ops_per_proc );
...

};

Listing 5.1: GrPPI MPI execution policy class.

As shown in Listing 5.2, the GrPPI Pipeline pattern uses the new MPI
execution policy class for its execution. Note that the policy is constructed at
the declaration using both argc and argv arguments. This Pipeline is comprised
of three stages in the form (p|f|p), where the first and third stages run in series,
while the second executes two replicas of the same operator using the Farm
pattern. Assuming that the program is run by 4 MPI processes, the first and
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last respectively execute the generator and consumer stages, while the second
and third will compute each of the Farm replicas. It is important to remark that
items transiting from one stage to the next are sent and received through the
MPI communication queues implemented within the policy back-end.

grppi :: parallel_execution_mpi ex{argc , argv , grppi ::
two_sided };

grppi :: pipeline (ex ,
[x=1,n]() mutable -> optional <double > {

if (x<=n) return x++;
else return {};

},
grppi :: farm (2 ,[]( double x) {

return x*x;
}) ,
[]( double x) { cout << x << endl; }

);

Listing 5.2: Example of GrPPI distributed Pipeline.

5.4.2 Mapping stream operators onto processes

The MPI execution policy also embeds a mapping algorithm to assign stream
operators onto MPI processes. Basically, this algorithm counts at the beginning
of the Pipeline execution the total number of operators involved in it, considering
both the number of stages and Farm replicas. Then, it computes the number of
operators that should be run per MPI process (opp). By default, the operators
are distributed homogeneously using the formula:

opp =
⌈

num_ops

num_procs

⌉
(5.1)

rem = num_ops mod num_procs (5.2)

Note that, if num_ops is not an integral multiple of num_proc, the remain-
der (i.e., rem) will be distributed evenly among processes. This way, some nodes
will execute opp number of operatators, while the rest will execute exactly opp−1
operators. Equation 5.3 shows the particular range that will be executed by a
given node.

Alternatively, the user can override the value for opp by calling the function
set_grouping_granularity(int ops_per_proc), part of the MPI execution
policy class.

Range(rank) =
{
{rank ∗ opp, (rank + 1) ∗ opp− 1} if rank < rem

{rank ∗ (opp− 1) + rem, (rank + 1) ∗ (opp− 1) + rem− 1} if rank ≥ rem

(5.3)
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of stream operators onto processes with opp = 3.

According to this formula, if the opp value is set by default i.e. with Eq. 5.1, all
processes execute the same number of operators except the last, which executes
all remaining operators. Otherwise, if opp has been set by the user and is bigger
than that set by default, then some of the last processes might not execute any
operator. Note as well that the mapping algorithm selects consecutive operators
to be mapped onto MPI processes, i.e. following the same order as they appear
in the Pipeline pattern.

Figure 5.8 depicts a four-stage Pipeline composed of two Farm patterns in
the second and third stages, running with 5 replicas each. In this case, the
grouping granularity or opp has been computed by default using Eq. 5.1. Given
that, each process executes the 3 consecutive operators corresponding to those
returned by Eq. 5.3. Thus, the same MPI process can execute, using the local
shared-memory policy, both Pipeline stages and/or Farm replicas.

All in all, this MPI execution policy allows GrPPI patterns to be executed
on distributed multi-core platforms, exploiting both inter- and intra-node paral-
lelism. Also, the provided operator mapping algorithm is able to automatically
distribute operators following the logical streaming order.

5.5 Experimental evaluation

In this section, we perform both an experimental evaluation of the GrPPI
MPI back-end measuring performance differences, and changes in perceived user
productivity. For this evaluation, we employ the following hardware and software
components:

Target platform. The evaluation has been carried out on two different cluster
platforms:
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Tucan This platform is a homogeneous eight-node cluster, each node
comprising 2× Intel Xeon Harpertown E5405 with 4 cores (total of 8 cores)
running at 2.00 GHz, 12 MB of L2 cache and 8 GB of DDR3 RAM. The
OS is Ubuntu Linux 16.04.3 LTS with kernel 4.4.0-97. Nodes are intercon-
nected using a 1 Gigabit Ethernet switch.

Tintorrum This platform is another homogeneous eight-node cluster,
where each node is equipped with an Intel Xeon Westmere E5645 com-
prised of 6 cores running at 2.40 GHz, 12 MB of L3 cache and 48 GB of
DDR3 RAM. The OS is CentOS 6.6 with Linux kernel 2.6.32-504. The
nodes in this cluster are connected through an InfiniBand QDR network
using Mellanox MTS3600 switch.
We used the aforementioned platforms as they leverage two different com-
munication hardwares (i.e., 1-Gigabit Ethernet and Infiniband QDR), as
the Infiniband transport natively supports RDMA which is used in our
one-sided approach, while Ethernet is only suited for the two-sided de-
sign. Note that, to avoid the negative impact caused by resource sharing
within physical cores, the Intel Hyper-Threading Technology was disabled
in both cases.

Software. We leveraged the new GrPPI MPI back-end built on top of GrPPI
v0.4 [28], along with the respective shared-memory and distributed-memory
back-ends, C++11 threads and MPI-3.1, implemented by OpenMPI 3.1.2.
Note that the MPI back-end was implemented using the Boost MPI v1.66.0
library. The C++ compiler used to build GrPPI was GCC v6.3.0, that
has support for the C++14 standard.

Use cases. To evaluate both the Pipeline and Farm distributed patterns, we
leverage two different use cases:

Video-App The video processing use case is a synthetic streaming ap-
plication that applies a Gaussian blur and a Sobel filter over a set of images
and generates an output video file with the resulting images. The pipeline
of this application is composed of the following four stages: i) a generator,
which returns the file names of the different images to be processed; ii) a
Gaussian blur filter; iii) a Sobel operator; and iv) a consumer, which turns
each to the processed images to an output video frame. The blur and So-
bel filter, i.e., second and third stages of the pipeline, can be executed in
parallel using the Farm pattern because the images are completely inde-
pendent of each other.
This synthetic benchmark will be used to evaluate both distributed Pipeline
and Farm patterns under different configurations of kernel size for the
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Gaussian blur and Sobel operators and number of processes/threads per
process on the Farm patterns computing both blur and Sobel filters.

Mandelbrot The Mandelbrot use case is a streaming application that
computes Mandelbrot set images for building a fractal zoom animation and
applying the Gaussian blur filter on each of the generated frames. Specifi-
cally, this application consists of a Pipeline with the following stages: (i) a
Generator, which returns monotonically linear increasing zoom values; (ii)
a Mandelbrot stage, receiving zoom values for computing the Mandel-
brot frame corresponding to such zoom value; (iii) a Gaussian blur filter,
receiving the frames from the previous stage and applying the Gaussian
blur filter using a 3×3 pixels kernel; (iv) a consumer, which dumps each
of the frames onto the disk using the BMP format. Also, since the ani-
mation frames can be computed independently, both Mandelbrot and
Gaussian blur Pipeline stages can be replicated by means of the Farm pat-
tern, so they can process individual frames. Thus, several compositions
may arise depending on the parallelization of these stages, i.e., (p|p|p|p),
(p|f|p|p), (p|p|f|p), and (p|f|f|p).

As it is generally known, the Mandelbrot set is the set of complex numbers
c for which the function fc(z) = z2 +c does not diverge when iterated from
z = 0, i.e., for which the sequence fc(0), fc(fc(0)), etc., remains bounded in
absolute value. Thus, Mandelbrot images may be created by sampling
the complex numbers and determining, for each sample point c, whether
the result of iterating the above function goes to infinity. Furthermore,
interpreting the real and imaginary parts of c as image coordinates (x+yi)
on the complex plane, pixels may then be colored according to how rapidly
the sequence z2

n + c diverges. Given that the divergence speed at the point
of interest and zoom value dictates the number of iterations to compute a
frame, this operation requires a heterogeneous amount of time to complete.
On the contrary, the Gaussian blur operator has an almost homogeneous
workload to process each of the frames.

In the following sections, we analyze the performance and the productivity
of the GrPPI distributed Pipeline and Farm patterns using the above-mentioned
benchmarks with varying configurations of parallelism degree w.r.t. the number
of MPI processes and worker threads used in Farm stages. Also, we evaluate
the performance of both MPI queue communication modes, i.e. two-sided and
one-sided. Finally, we evaluate the productivity of the GrPPI interface on
the Mandelbrot use case by means of analyzing the number of lines of code
(LOCs) and the Cyclomatic Complexity Number (CCN) required to implement
the application with and without GrPPI.
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(a) Using two-sided communications. (b) Using one-sided communications.
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Figure 5.9: Speedup of the image use case using images of size 400 × 400 on
Tucan.

5.5.1 Performance analysis of Video-App

This section includes a performance evaluation of Video-App using images of
size 400 × 400 pixels on both Tucan and Tintorrum platforms. Figure 5.9
shows the speedup obtained for both MPI queue communication modes w.r.t.
the number of threads per node on Tucan. In all cases, the sequential version of
the application has been used as a base for computing the speedup. Also, note
that we also compared the results of our distributed back-end to the speedup
attained by the native GrPPI C++ threads back-end. It is important to remark
that each experiment runs as many operators (Pipeline stages and Farm replicas)
as the total number of threads executed across nodes. As can be observed,
both MPI queue communication modes (Figures 5.9a and 5.9b) scale w.r.t. the
number of nodes and threads used. Since MPI one-sided calls over Ethernet are
implemented by means of TCP/IP segments, both one- and two-sided versions
perform similarly. Additionally, the speedup attained by MPI using a single
node is equal to the shared memory back-end; this is because of the MPI back-
end delegates completely on the shared memory back-end when running on a
single node.

(a) Using two-sided communications. (b) Using one-sided communications.
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Figure 5.10: Speedup of the image use case using images of size 400 × 400 on
Tintorrum.

Figure 5.10 shows the results for the same experiment on the Tintorrum
platform using the InfiniBand network. As can be seen, the efficiency obtained
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for both MPI queue communication modes and for all number of threads per
core is higher than the efficiency attained on Tucan. This improvement is
given by the bisection network bandwidth of InfiniBand over Ethernet. It can
also be noted that one-side communication outperforms the two-sided mode in
this platform; this is because the RDMA capability is natively supported by
the InfiniBand interconnect technology. This capability prevents the processes
sharing memory windows from being directly involved in the communication,
saving context switches and CPU time. This is because RDMA is handled at
the hardware level.

Performance analysis of Mandelbrot

In this section, we evaluate the performance and the scalability of the Mandel-
brot application based on GrPPI and the MPI policy along with the shared-
memory back-end based on C++11 threads. First, we analyze the behavior of
the two-sided communication MPI back-end using an equal and adjusted num-
ber of replicas on the Farm operators. Second, we analyze the performance on
the Tucan and Tintorrum platforms using both one- and two-sided commu-
nication modes with the best configuration for the number of replicas from the
previous experiment.

Figure 5.11 depicts the speedup scaling when using from 1 to 8 Tucan
nodes and executing from 1 to 8 threads per node for a resolution of 400× 400
w.r.t. the sequential form of the same application. Additionally, the figure com-
pares the performance of the proposed GrPPI back-end with the corresponding
native MPI implementation using 8 nodes, i.e., using directly the Boost-MPI li-
brary. In this first experiment (see Figure 5.11a), we set the same number of
Farm replicas in both Mandelbrot and Gaussian blur stages. As can be seen,
for 1, 2 and 4 nodes, the application linearly scales with the number of threads
per node, having a sustained efficiency of roughly 47 %. However, for 8 nodes the
performance scaling degrades from 6 threads per node on since the Mandel-
brot stage causes a major bottleneck in the Pipeline due to unbalanced stage
throughputs. The maximum efficiency, in this case, is 35 %. This is because the
required per-frame CPU time for the Mandelbrot stage is much higher than
applying the Gaussian blur operator. Compared to the MPI-only (native) im-
plementation, we observed that the proposed GrPPI back-end does not incur
in significant overheads.

To deal with this unbalance, we have empirically calculated the ratio between
the Mandelbrot and blur stages throughputs, which served us to determine
the optimal number of replicas in their corresponding Farm stages. Basically, we
have calculated this ratio using the average throughputs of both stages for the
different frame resolutions. Using this ratio, we assign 1 blur replica per each 25
Mandelbrot replicas. Although this ratio increases the average throughput,
it does not deliver ideal results given the heterogeneous nature of the Man-
delbrot set workload. Figure 5.11b shows the performance achieved for the
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(a) Using equal number of replicas per
Farm.

(b) Using adjusted number of replicas per
Farm.
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Figure 5.11: Speedup of the Mandelbrot use case with equal and adjusted
number of replicas.

(a) Using two-sided communications. (b) Using one-sided communications.
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Figure 5.12: Speedup of the Mandelbrot use case on Tucan.

(a) Using two-sided communications. (b) Using one-sided communications.
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Figure 5.13: Speedup of the Mandelbrot use case on Tintorrum.

different number of nodes and threads-per-node experiments and using the afore-
mentioned ratio. As observed, from 1 to 4 nodes, the efficiency significantly
improves w.r.t. the previous experiment, from 47 % to 80 %. On the other
hand, for 8 nodes, the application shows worse performance when using more
than 6 threads per core. This degradation is known to be caused by the rela-
tive cost of communication compared to the stage computation time. For this
reason, for large frame sizes the performance attained is slightly better, as the
parallel computations pay off the required data serialization and transfer times.
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In any case, for 8 nodes, the efficiency obtained using balanced Farm stages in-
creases from 35 % to 70 %.

The previous evaluation is extended by comparing the performance of the
balanced Farm stages using both MPI communication modes: one- and two-
sided on Tucan and Tintorrum platforms. Figure 5.12 shows the speedup
scaling on Tucan using both modes. As observed, the performance obtained
by the two different communication modes is quite similar for all number of
nodes, scaling mostly linearly with an increasing number of threads per node.
On the contrary, the same experiment performed on Tintorrum, as shown in
Figure 5.13 reveals that using one-sided calls improve the speedup scaling. As
stated in the previous section, this is due to the RDMA capability of InfiniBand
and the higher bisection bandwidth of the Tintorrum network. Therefore, this
kind of streaming communication-intensive applications strongly benefit from
very high throughput and very low latency networks, such as InfiniBand or Intel
Omni-Path.
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Figure 5.14: Breakdown of the Mandelbrot execution time.

To gain insight into the performance difference of the MPI one-side-based
implementation w.r.t. the send/receive-based, we have instrumented the Man-
delbrot application using Extrae [39] to trace and measure the time spent in
communication and computation. As observed in Figure 5.14, the MPI-one-side
queue reduces the percentage of time used in communicating the data through
the different processes while avoiding idle times waiting for data. As discussed
previously, this is because the InfiniBand RDMA feature performs data trans-
fers without involving the OS processes owning the data. On the contrary, the
MPI two-side queue requires the owner process to provide the requested data.
Note that most of the waiting time of the two-sided queue is related to the
controller thread which is in charge of overlapping communication and compu-
tation. Nonetheless, the communication via point-to-point primitives and the
additional context switches caused by the queue orchestrator thread increases
the time used for transferring data.

From these experiments, we can conclude that the use of the GrPPI interface
can aid in implementing distributed stream-oriented scientific applications at
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the expense of negligible overheads which is less than 0.1 %. Also, we have
demonstrated that some DaSP applications may benefit from the use of the
proposed GrPPI back-end and obtain comparable performance results w.r.t.
other frameworks.

(a) Boost MPI implementation. (b) GrPPI implementation.
std :: vector <color > image ;
int frame = 0;
if (world.rank () == 0) { // Zoom generator

for( ; frame < num_frames ; frame ++) {
zoom -= zoom * 0.1;
world.send(world .rank ()+1, 0, zoom);

}
}
else if (world.rank () == 1) { // Mandelbrot

for( ; frame < num_frames ; frame ++) {
world.recv(world .rank () -1, 0, zoom);
image = mandelbrot (height , width ,

poi_x , poi_y , zoom);
world.send(world .rank ()+1, 0, image);

}
}
else if (world.rank () == 2) { // Blur

for( ; frame < num_frames ; frame ++) {
world.recv(world .rank () -1, 0, image);
image = blur(height , width , kernel ,

image);
world.send(world .rank ()+1, 0, image);

}
}
else if (world.rank () == 3) { // Consumer

for( ; frame < num_frames ; frame ++) {
world.recv(world .rank () -1, 0, image);
save_bmp (height , width , image );

}
}

int frame= 0;
int num_frames = 1000;
// Main pipeline
grppi :: pipeline (mpi_exec ,

// Zoom generation
[&]() -> std :: experimental :: optional <

double > {
if (frame ++ == num_frames ) return {};
zoom -= zoom * 0.1;
return zoom;

},
// Farm mandelbrot stage
grppi :: farm (4,

[&]( auto zoom){
return mandelbrot (height , width ,

poi_x , poi_y , zoom);
}

),
// Farm blur stage
grppi :: farm (4,

[&]( auto image){
return blur(height , width , kernel ,

image );
}

),
// Consuming stage
[&]( auto image){

save_bmp (height , width , image );
}

);

Figure 5.15: Boost MPI and GrPPI implementations of the Mandelbrot use
case.

5.5.2 Productivity analysis

To analyze the productivity and usability of the GrPPI pattern library and the
new MPI back-end, we make use of the Lizard analyzer tool [123] to obtain two
well-known metrics: Lines of Code (LOCs) and the McCabe’s Cyclomatic Com-
plexity Number (CCN) [85]. Basically, we leverage these metrics to analyze the
different versions of the Mandelbrot use case, i.e., with and without using the
GrPPI interface. Table 5.1 summarizes the percentage of additional LOCs
introduced into the sequential source code in order to implement the parallel
versions using MPI via the GrPPI interface, along with their corresponding
CCNs. As observed, implementing more complex compositions using stand-
alone MPI leads to larger and more complex source code, while for GrPPI the
number of additional LOCs remains constant. This difference is mainly due to
the communication queues required to implement the Farm pattern. Focusing
on GrPPI, we observe that the parallelization effort is almost negligible: even
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the most complex composition increases nearly 4.2 % the LOCs. Also, switch-
ing GrPPI to use a particular execution policy just needs changing a single
argument in the pattern function call. Regarding the cyclomatic complexity
for MPI, we observe that their CCNs are roughly proportional to the relative
LOCs increase. On the contrary, the GrPPI interface has constant CCNs for
all Pipeline compositions.

Table 5.1: Percentage of additional LOCs w.r.t. the sequential version and
CCNs for the Pipeline compositions.

Pipeline % additional LOCs CCN
composition MPI GrPPI MPI GrPPI
(p|p|p|p) +10.3 % +4.2 % 9 7
(p|f|p|p)

+130.4 %
+4.2 % 38 7

(p|p|f|p)
+130.4 %

+4.2 % 38 7

(p|f|f|p)
+185.8 %

+4.2 % 58 7

Finally, we perform a side-by-side comparison between stand-alone Boost-
MPI using two-side, i.e. send/receive primitives, and its GrPPI equivalent for
implementing a simplified version of the Mandelbrot use case. As can be
seen in Listing 5.15a, the MPI-only implementation clearly distinguishes the
instructions and communications that have to be performed by each of the pro-
cesses.4 On the other hand, the GrPPI code, shown in Listing 5.15b, focuses
more on the application algorithm structure rather than on inter-process com-
munications. All in all, although both provide high-level interfaces, we conclude
that the pattern-based approach of GrPPI helps to improve both productivity
and maintainability. This is mainly to the algorithm encapsulation provided by
parallel patterns.

5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have extended GrPPI, an existing generic parallel pattern
library, with a new MPI back-end capable of the execution of the Pipeline and
Farm stream patterns on distributed platforms. The proposed back-end also
supports hybrid scenarios through an intra-node shared-memory execution pol-
icy that, if needed, is used to run multiple Pipeline and/or Farm operators as
part of the same MPI process. In general, the design of GrPPI contributes to
improve the flexibility and portability of distributed applications, while exploit-
ing both inter- and intra-node parallelism. Additionally, we have provided two
different MPI-based MPMC queue designs, based on two-sided and one-sided

4For the sake of simplicity, we have replaced the use of queues by synchronous communica-
tions, so no computation overlaps any communication in this case.
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MPI primitives, respectively, that are used as communication channels between
stream operators.

As demonstrated in the evaluation, both the Video-App and the Mandel-
brot use cases that make use of the distributed Pipeline and Farm patterns, ben-
efit from considerable speedup gains compared with the corresponding sequential
version. We have also proved that the proposed communication mechanisms at-
tain the same performance using an Ethernet interconnection network; while for
high-throughput and low latency networks that support RDMA, the one-sided
mode outperforms the send/receive communication mode. In any case, as seen
through the evaluation, it is always important to balance Pipeline stages accord-
ing to the stage workloads in order to better exploit the available resources.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated that some DaSP applications may benefit
from the use of the proposed GrPPI back end and obtain comparable perfor-
mance results w.r.t. other frameworks.

We also proved that leveraging parallel pattern libraries, in particular GrPPI,
considerably reduces the number of required lines of code and cyclomatic com-
plexity with respect to an MPI-only implementation. Additionally, thanks to
the qualitative comparison of the two interfaces, GrPPI and stand-alone MPI,
we conclude that GrPPI leads to more readable source code, and thus, improves
their general maintainability. The implementation of a distributed back-end
by means of MPI has been mainly motivated by the scaling needs of new DaSP
scientific applications. Furthermore, given that MPI is widely used in today’s
supercomputers but it lacks direct support for stream processing [110], the pre-
sented contribution can greatly aid in developing stream applications in C++.
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/ Chapter 6

Conclusions and future work

In this thesis, we have introduced a set of techniques that contribute to increase
software reliability by reducing the number of software defects. As mentioned,
such reduction may be attained either employing tools that ease their detection
or partially avoiding new defects, (e.g. providing programmers with high-level
abstractions). At the end of this thesis, the current state of the objectives is the
following:

• O1. To invalidate the one definition rule in interpreted C++. In
Chapter 3, we defined a methodology to enable the redefinition of entities
in a C++ interpreter (which is normally forbidden by the ODR in ISO
C++), and provided a prototype implementation on top of the Cling C++
interpreter. The aforementioned methodology allows users to override the
definition of declared types, functions, or variables while keeping the C++
language relatively consistent.

• O2. To define a mechanism for user-aided verification of concur-
rent data structures. In Chapter 4, we contribute a novel framework
that employs C++ contracts and enables the incorporation of event or-
dering constraints to member functions of a C++ class. The developed
framework, which has been implemented on top of ThreadSanitizer, was
leveraged to annotate the semantics of the SPSC and MPMC lock-free
queues.

• O3. To support distributed execution in a generic parallel-pattern
interface. In Chapter 5, we provided support for hybrid distributed and
shared-memory multi-core execution of DaSP applications by extending
the GrPPI generic C++ parallel-pattern interface. Also, we constructed
a distributed MPMC queue that serves as a communication channel among
different Pipeline stages.
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6.1 Contributions
During the development of this thesis, we contributed the following:

• A methodology to relax the ODR in C++ interpreters, thus al-
lowing users to provide a new definition for an already-defined symbol,
while not interfering in C++ overload resolution, i.e., correctly handling
function or template overloads where applicable.

• A prototype implementation of the current C++ contracts pro-
posal built into the Clang compiler that enables design-by-contract in
C++, and makes it possible to build other contributions atop.

• A framework that aids in concurrent data structure verification,
that leveraging C++ contracts and the ThreadSanitizer race detector, al-
lows users to specify valid function call orderings by making use of the
happen-before temporal relation in shared-memory architectures. Further-
more, this framework may be extended to support distributed-memory
architectures, e.g. MPI applications that make use of RMA calls.

• A GrPPI back-end for distributed DaSP application execution,
that makes it possible to port a shared-memory parallel application to run
on distributed-memory using MPI. Thus, multi-thread applications that
make use of the GrPPI interface can scale over several multi-core nodes
by modifying a single line of code.

6.2 Dissemination
The aforementioned contributions resulted in the following publications:

• Journals

– Exploring stream parallel patterns in distributed MPI environments.
Javier López-Gómez, Javier Fernández Muñoz, David del Rio As-
torga, Manuel F. Dolz, J. Daniel García. Parallel Computing, Vol-
ume 84, 2019, Pages 24–36. JCR Q2.

– Detecting semantic violations of lock-free data structures through C++
contracts. Javier López-Gómez, David del Rio Astorga, Manuel F.
Dolz, Javier Fernández, and Jose Daniel García. J Supercomput 76,
5057–5078 (2020). JCR Q3

• Conferences

– Relaxing the one definition rule in interpreted C++. Javier López-
Gómez, Javier Fernández, David del Rio Astorga, Vassil Vassilev,
Axel Naumann, and J. Daniel García. In Proceedings of the 29th
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International Conference on Compiler Construction (CC 2020). GII-
GRIN-SCIE class 2, Core A.

• Industrial conferences

– Adding support for C++ contracts to Clang. Javier López-Gómez,
and J. Daniel García. 2019 European LLVM Developers Meeting
(EuroLLVM’19).

6.3 Future work

This thesis contributes techniques that aid in reducing the number of software
defects, thus improving software reliability and maintainability. Nevertheless,
the previous contributions reveal new possibilities in the same research lines. In
this section, we propose several extensions to the contributions enumerated in
Section 6.1.

First, in regards to user-aided verification of concurrent data structures,
we aim at providing extensions to the provided syntax to support other types
of event relations, or detection of additional failures, e.g. deadlocks or lock
starvation. Furthermore, we aim at also evaluating the framework with medium
to large concurrent applications that make use of high-level parallel pattern
libraries, e.g., FastFlow or Raftlib.

Second, regarding the GrPPI extensions for hybrid distributed and multi-
core execution, we plan to support new algorithms to map operators into pro-
cesses that take into account other characteristics, e.g. network bandwidth and
latency, expected workload, or current CPU load average. Also, we are consider-
ing the implementation of other streaming patterns, such as the Filter or Stream-
Reduce constructions, and the introduction of a new operator that allows users
to override the execution policy of a group of Pipeline stages. In addition, we
plan to implement communication queues based on different mechanisms, such
as PGAS, hybrid PGAS+MPI, OpenSHMEM, or the Message Queue Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) protocol, also providing a GrPPI back-end where required.
Finally, any of these queue implementations may be leveraged to support dis-
tributed execution within other parallel pattern frameworks, only requiring an
operator mapping algorithm and queue initialization.

Third, we presume that user-aided verification of concurrent data structures
may also be applied in the distributed memory model. In this regard, we noted
that the existence of a tool that aided in the detection of data races caused by
the incorrect use of MPI one-sided (RMA) calls would have been extremely
useful. We found that debugging such distributed data structures is tedious
and time-consuming, and that the time needed to debug them would have been
greatly reduced. The development of this tool would require to partially port
ThreadSanitizer to distributed memory. Specifically, it involves extending the
internal Lamport clocks maintained by ThreadSanitizer with the components of
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non-local threads, i.e., those created by remote processes. The specific mecha-
nism to share this information is yet to be determined. We assume that this is
feasible, however, such verification utility has not been documented in the liter-
ature.

Finally, the presented technique to relax the C++ one definition rule may
be extended to manage the storage allocated to shadowed entities, i.e., imple-
ment some form of garbage collection. As observed, the rewrite step leveraged in
this technique might cause problems in applications that rely on run-time type
identification (RTTI). We conjecture that this issue cannot be tackled in the in-
terpreter, and therefore requires ad-hoc patches to Clang. Also, as demonstrated
by CERN’s ROOT project, interpreted C++ execution has many important
use cases. In this regard, we plan to further improve Cling, e.g. by generating
debugging information for just-in-time compiled code.
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/ Appendix A

Examples of GrPPI code
compared to Sequential code

In this appendix, we include partial code listings for the GrPPI examples men-
tioned in Chapter 5, namely the Video-App and Mandelbrot programs. In
both cases, we have shown only the parts of the code that change between the
sequential version and the GrPPI MPI distributed version. Specifically, List-
ings A.1 and A.2 contain the changes applied to the Video-App application,
while Listings A.3 and A.4 refer to the Mandelbrot use case.

A.1 Video application
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// ... auxiliary functions omitted
int main(int argc , char *argv []) {

// ... initialization code omitted

// Main pipeline
while (true) {

// load image stage
bool loaded = load_image ( video_file_in , image);
if (! loaded ) break ;

// sober stage
image = sober (image , width , height );

// blur stage
image = blur(image , width , height );

// save image stage
save_image ( video_file_out , image , width , height );

}

return 0;
}

Listing A.1: Sequential code for Video-App
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// ... auxiliary functions omitted

int main(int argc , char *argv []) {
// ... initialization code omitted

auto exec_shared_mem = grppi :: parallel_execution_native {};
auto exec_mpi = grppi :: parallel_execution_mpi

{argc , argv , one_sided , exec_shared_mem };
// Main pipeline
grppi :: pipeline (exec_mpi ,

// load image stage
[&]() -> std :: experimental :: optional <std :: vector <color >> {

bool loaded = load_image ( video_file_in , image);
if (! loaded ) return {};
else return { image };

},

// sober stage
grppi :: farm( num_replicas_sober ,
[&]( auto image){

image = sober (image , width , height );
return image;

}),

// blur stage
grppi :: farm( num_replicas_blur ,
[&]( auto image){

image = blur(image , width , height );
return image;

}),

// save image stage
[&]( auto image){

save_image ( video_file_out , image , width , height );
}

);

return 0;
}

Listing A.2: Parallel GrPPI code for Video-App
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A.2 Mandelbrot

// ... auxiliary functions omitted

int main(int argc , char *argv []) {
// ... initialization code omitted

// Main pipeline
while (true) {

// generating zoom values stage
if ( generated_frames ++ == max_frames ) break ;
zoom -= zoom * 0.1;

// mandelbrot stage
std :: vector <color > image;
for(auto row = 0; row < height ; ++ row){

for(auto col = 0; col < width ; ++ col){
std :: complex <double >

c{ col * zoom + (poi_x - (( width / 2.0) * zoom)),
row * zoom + (poi_y - (( height / 2.0) * zoom)) };

image. push_back ( get_color ( mandelbrot_pixel (c)));
}

}

// blur stage
image = blur(image , width , height );

// save image stage
save_bmp ( filename +"-"+ current_frame +".bmp", image , width ,

height );
current_frame ++;

}

return 0;
}

Listing A.3: Sequential code for Mandelbrot
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// ... auxiliary functions omitted

int main(int argc , char *argv []) {
// ... initialization code omitted

auto exec_shared_mem = grppi :: parallel_execution_native {};
auto exec_mpi = grppi :: parallel_execution_mpi

{argc , argv , one_sided , exec_shared_mem };
// Main pipeline
grppi :: pipeline (exec_mpi ,

// generating zoom values stage
[&]() -> std :: experimental :: optional <double > {

if ( generated_frames ++ == max_frames ) return {};
zoom -= zoom * 0.1;
return zoom;

},

// mandelbrot stage
grppi :: farm( num_replicas_mandelbrot ,
[&]( auto zoom){

std :: vector <color > image;
for(auto row = 0; row < height ; ++ row){

for(auto col = 0; col < width ; ++ col){
std :: complex <double >

c{ col * zoom + (poi_x - (( width / 2.0) * zoom)),
row * zoom + (poi_y - (( height / 2.0) * zoom)) };

image. push_back ( get_color ( mandelbrot_pixel (c)));
}

}
return image;

}),

// blur stage
grppi :: farm( num_replicas_blur ,
[&]( auto image){

image = blur(image , width , height );
return image;

}),

// save image stage
[&]( auto image){

save_bmp ( filename +"-"+ current_frame +".bmp", image , width ,
height );

current_frame ++;
}

);
}

Listing A.4: Parallel GrPPI code for Mandelbrot
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